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48th Meeting

of the

of Dr.

Executive

&lfredo

Committee

Leonardo

of the

Bravo

Pan American

(Chile),
Health

the
Organization

was held from 22 to 27 April 1963 in Washington, D. C., in the Conference
Hall of the National Wildlife Federation, as convoked by the Director of
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.
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Sanitary

_,,Burea u:

Dr. John C. Cutler, Deputy I%lrector
Dr. Victor A. Sutter, Assistant Director
Dr. Stuart Portner, Chief of Administration
Dr. Alfredo Bica, Chief Communicable Diseases Branch
Mr. Clarence H. Moore, Chief, Finance and Budget Branch
Mr. Frank Gutteridge, Chief, Legal Office, WHO

Chief, Secretariat Services:
Dr. Joss Quero Molares

AG_DA

The agenda
plenary

appearing

session held

in Document

that he would assume

the Rules of Procedure

Committee t Dr,. BRAVO

the Chair pursuant

of the Committee,

Urcuyo Malia_o t had advised
the meeting.

OF THE MEETING

the &Bth Meetin E of the Executive

(Cbil_) indicated

at the first

on 22 April 1963.

OPENING

In opening

CE48/1 was approved

since

to Article

the Chairman,

that it would be impossible

11 of

Dr. Francisco

for him to attend

Dr. Bravo added that if he should have to absent himself

from the meeting

at any given moment

one of its members

to preside

the Executive

temporarily

Committee

in accordance

should designate

with the rule he

had cited.

Dr. Bravo then

invited

In the absence of contrary
confidence

those present

the representatives

comment

he

to speak

to the matter.

expressed his appreciation

had shown in h_m and declared

the meeting

He first paid

a warm tribute

to the memory

of Uruguay, Director

of the Hygiene

Division of the Ministry

Health of Uruguay
Committee.

and representative

of Dr. Alberto

of his country

for the
open.

Bertolini

of Public

in the Executive

,

Dr.
friendly
respect

Bravo

recalled

the

great

technical

manner of Dr. Bertolini,

Committee
to stand

to convey

The Chairman

saddened

then stood in silence

then commented

to the financial

in the payment

of outstanding

widow

on the heavy

situation

quotas.

agencies

and implementation

and social development.

He praised

that

were taking

of continental

The association

and other institutions

caused

the devotion

skills as well as attitudes
and with

the philosophy

was further

spirit was reflected

The Chairm_n

the

noted

a very

essential

delays

to duty shown

the Bureau

with

active part in the

and national

both

by

and

that the technical,

that were educating

technical

Decade

of

of the Committee

of the Organization

in such a way as to imbue them with

Development

He

agenda of the meeting

of the Bureau

personnel

their mission

and

for one minute)

ever since assuming his post, and said

the other international

of universities

and

the condolences

legsds and social steps he had taken had united

formulation

frank

them all.

He then invited the members

drew attention

financial,

and

for one minute in memory of Dr. Bertolini.

(Those present

by the Director

His passing

to Dr. Bertolini's

and of the Bureau.
in silence

competence

which had won him the friendship

of all those who knew him.

asked the Director

Clm8/i8, l ev. 1

plans

for economic

with the work
and training

professional

and

for the accomplishment

of the Alliance
with approval.

for Progress

He said

and the

that that

in the agenda of the meeting.

then announced

would be dealt with and commented

the order in which

the various

on some of their main

aspects.

of

items

Pqe
IT_24S DISCUSSEDAND _L_IONS

__

the 48th

Meeting

of the

Executive

5

APPROVED

Committee,

which

held

eight plenary sessions, the following items were discussed:

1.

Administrative

Rationalization

in the PASB

At the first plenary session Dr. PORTNER (Chief, Administration,

PASB)

presented Document CE48/13 on administrative rationalization in the PASBs
containing a summary of the action taken in the Bureau to streamline the
structure, procedures,

and techniques of the Organization.

That action

had resulted in the achievement of a more effective and economical operation
in administration

and had permitted the investment of the savings realized

in direct program assistance

to the Governments.

The changes in the PASB administrative order were based on the
recognition that in an era cf rapid social, economic, and technological
change, public services in health should be under constant evaluation.

The

dynamicsof development required an international agency such as PASB, as
well as national health establishments, to meet evolving needs.

And to meet

those needs the members of the Executive Committee, who had me-Agerial
responsibilities in their own services, could well appreciate the necessity
for a constant review of all the elements of an organization's operation.

To give an idea of the Bureau ls evolution Dr. Portner pointed out
that the PASB, an agency with a staff of approximately 300 and a budget of
$2,000,000
1,000

in 1950, had become by 1963 an agency with a staff of about

and a budget of :{{06,000,000.

He emphasized the special character of

at/18,
Page

the

operation

of

the implications
dissimilarity
procedures
special

PASB as

an internat,_o_al

of time, space, language,

and other matters

for an international

problems

resultant

the

and requirements

complications

Dr. Portner

administration

in the management

of such

to definitive

rendered,

personnel

review

He described

and organization

of
the

and the

an enterprise.

administrative

history, the steps

from the original

as to the volume

of

in the formulation

be the first field of endeavor

submitted

spoke

and intellectual

of an agency of that $ype,

of rationalization,

should

cultural

and

establis_ent.

sketched, in a rapid

taken in the program

organization

as of consequence
health

ney. 1 tnng.)
6

decision

in the PASB

and nature

needed, end methods

that

to be

of the services

and techniques

employed.

Dr. Portner
various

ex_lained

innovations

personnel,

in methods

procurement

was noted that, in all,

the remainder
mentioned
consolidation
t_on

They

and procedures

the operations
17 posts h_

included

and _edist_ibution

services,
of

funds,

suppressed

Initial

the

concentra-

Headquarters,
during

reduction

of reform,
of

and

and it

the 2-1/2 years
P3, one P2 and

including

other8_

by

financet

He detailed the organizational

the key posts, and gave e_nmples
some

aspects.

at Washington

been

budget,

two P5 posts, one P4, three

at the local levels.

of

regarding

and other administrative

tion was directed toward

of the program.

that the study had been characterized

changes,

the
the

reorganiza-

'

c+s/'iS,
Page

Dr.
the

Zone

Portner
Offices,

operations
various

and

related

where,

to

which

entailed

the

to

of certain

After months
records

were absorbed
success

referred

controls

countries

records.

next

inventory

Headquarters

minor

activities

of discussion

all other

of physical
The

finance

Zone Offices on 1 November
performed

effect a program

as the

the

the

movement

keeping

of

in 1961,
paid

Those

extended
activities

that 40 posts in all would be eliminated

saving of about $160,000
posts eliminated
administrative

at Washington

posts

eliminated

of $434,D00 in salaries

by early

and the field.

in salaries

IV and ¥,
of allotment
services,

to the remaining
were

to put into

Headquarters,

1969,

It was estimated
making

measures

a total
represented

for the administrative

and of about

in the field, or a total

and allowances.

By

posts had been eliminated

Those

and allowances

four

currently

of posts at the Zone Offices.
officer

and

to the Washington

and a number of other posts also had been discontinued.

of 57 posts saved in Washington

attendance

In view of the

personnel

and it had been possible

Zone administrative

the

from PASB funds

1962.

operations,

to

the payroll

1962 to Zones

activities

in

administrative

were made for the movement

for the elimination

1 April 1963, all P4

and

in May-June

was further

in Washington,

of

on 1 January

and accounts

1962.

many

staff of INCAP

property, and other
process

rationalization

Office
such

system

arrangements

of

and testing

test, it was extended

establishment.

being

the

into the Washington

in due course,

administrative

transfer

of the professional

of that

activities,

the

ev. 1

7

$274,000
annual

for the

saving

a

c s/la,
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Dr.
change,

Portner

then

reviewed

in

revision of procedures

had been undertaken.
and personnel

He cited particular

problems

that the rationalization

how the

and practices,

areas, and emphasized

grave intellectual

detail

and retraining

the considerable
in

for the training of staff, and noted areas,
accounting,

and others,in

in the introduction

Dr. Portner
and that he

did

emphasized
not wish

change had been completed
presentation
clear

on program

activity.

one; new starts were

the next

during

Dr. Portner
pursued

and the

He reiterated
and the aotions

budgeting,
had been made

system.

beginning

that all elements of the

order.

He declared

item of the agenda,
was in the midst

being made at that very moment

that the

would be a

of change in one

was an ever-continuing
in several

to refine even further

administrative

some of the changes

the last year.

declared

that the process

at every level of the administrative

desk to the executive.
this common effort

progress

cf rationalization

in progress

budget,

He spoke of the new program

such as program

and were in perfect

The process

areas and efforts were
introduced

effort.

to leave the impression

budget,

of personnel

process

that the process was only

indication of how the secret_iat

particular

the process.

which particular

of a new and better

structural

difficulties

was an ever-evolving

he had 4escribed were the first in a continuing

machine

of

examples in the finance,

to be resolved

activity

processes

Rev. 1
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-

invaluable significance

He asserted

of rationalization
structure

that that pooling

had led to the formation
for the program

- from the clerk's
of experiences

of a fund of

under review.

had been

knowledge

- in
of

P ,9
Dr, Portner concluded by ssser_
He looked forward to the Ol_por_ty

that Pa_k_nson had been routed,

of presenting a further progress

report at a later date.

De. HORWITZ (Director, PASB) said that in the Final Report of the
Task Force on Health at the Ministerial Level, the meeting which had ended
the previous Saturday, emphasis was laid on the need for developing an
administrative conscience and suitable competence so as to ensure the
effective and economical use of limited resources. According to the Final
Report (page 23)."In this area many of the health institutions in the Americas
are very
practices.

weak in terms of organization, regulations, procedures, and
Recognition must be given to the fact that public a_mA_istration

is essential to technology, and it must be given the structure, the staff,
and the equipment that modern methods dem_ud.

Administrative rationalization

increases efficiency, decreases expenditure, and facilitates the attainment
of the objectives of every program." In his opinion, that quotation summed
up the thinking that had guided the Pan American Sanitary _mreau in its
administrative rationalization referred to by Dr. Portner in his statement.
Administration, as Dr. Portner had so aptly said, was at the service of the
technical services, and should be as d_namic as they were.

Rationalization

had therefore to be considered a continuous process of review;

that was the

approach the BAteau had been following in recent years and which it intended
to follow in the future.

He was in agreement

with

the

statements

made in

the

inaugural

speech

by the Chairman of the Executive Committee regarding the financial status
of the Pan American Health Organization, which was a reflection of the

O_qS/, Rev. 1 (_a&.),

Paeez0
difficult

financial

as the reason
Council

the Oovez_anenta forest themselves

their quota _a_rments were in _e_re.

(1961) and the XgZ Pan American

_gentLne

dele&n_te had pointed

administrative
technical
as

situation

expenditures

efficiency.

it conformed

Sanitary

At

That was a principle

to the guidelines

In the light of the experience

Coherence

them while

that should

for the activities

occasions,

(1962), the

acquired

its

maintaining

its

be borne

in Latin American

degree possible,

to review

oountries,

it

that administration

as a testi_g

groumd and, on

as a model for the Governments.

As for the problem
he was convinced

that

rationalizations

leading

of personnel

in the countries

of Latin

to the sudden elimination

of numerous

situation

in most of the countries,

continued

employer,

and private

to be the main

able to compete with
with

rationalization
rise to social

America,

it was not easy to carry out administrative

In view of the financial

to labor

in mind

of the Orsanization.

had been his opinion, from the time he had taken office,
should serve, to the greatest

the last Directing

to the need for the Bureau

and try to reduce

in as well

the State in offering

the 2tare

as

the main

which brusquely
conflicts,

industry

employment

employer,

decreased

any

the State

had not yet been
opportunities
administrative

the number of posts

which was precisely

employees.

could give

what the Governments

wished

to avoid.

Dr. Horwitz
that problem.

invited

Within

to achieve a better

the members

the administration

distribution

of the Executive

Committee

to study

of a State, it wa8 always possible

of personnel

by transferring

supernumeraries

in

one department

in

an international

to

another

should

needed

them,

but

that

did

not

happen

that

the

pattern

agency,

He was making
administrative

which

those

statements

rationalization

be followed

in

of the

the Health

in

the Belief

Pan American

Ministries

Sanitary

of Latin

of

Bureau

America.

In

that

way Document CE48/13 would find a praot_eal expression of the value
attributed to it by

those who drew it up;

in other words, the health

ministries that had not yet initiatedthe rationalization of their services
should begin to do so, and those ministries which had begun it, should
intensify their efforts to improve their administration and m-ke it more
effective,

at the lowest possible

cost.

The CHAIRMAN stated that efficiency and economy were the two
requisites of a good administration.

That was shown in the constructive

report presented by the Director and the Chief of Administration
Bureau, which was intended to reduce bureaucracy

of the

rather than to increase it.

He agreed with the remark of the Director that the successful experience
of the Bureau could be utilized by the national administrations.

He expressed his satisfaction with the practical results of the
measures adopted by the Bureau.

They would result in a saving of $430,000

in the administrative budget, which could be applied to field operations.

earS/la,
Rev.!
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Dr.

OLQUIN (Argentina)

rstionalization

as

_pecially

emphasized

explained

by Dr.

since the Organization

responsibilities

encompassing

the

occasioned

the budgets which,

every health

satisfaction

by means of technical

at_ured

the

Chairman,

whose

tremendous

field had been very muoh enlarged

and continuous

of great

concern.

in

such as

Administrative

that made

it possible

eoonom_, would do much

of the countries.

_hose

increase

some countries

procedures

and maximum

at the efforts

and

carried out by the l_reau.

were a matter

in the quota payments

ad_nistr&tive

Direotor,

in the fane of the diffioulties

to obtain maximum efficiency
an increase

the

of

was a very complex agency

a gradual, neoessary,

his own, were undergoing,
rationalization,

importance

Portner,

owing to the broad range of aotivities
activities

P'.4_
12

to prevent

He expressed

the Bureau was making, since

his

the measures

taken

well for the future.

Rationalization
ef health

should not be the exclusive

but should apply

to

all government

that every activity would develop
aspiration

of the progress

agencies so as to ensure

in a coordinated

and welfare

fashion

of the peoples

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) congratulated

the Director

their presentation

of the administrative

Every

should be dynamic,

organization

domain of the ministries

of

the Americas.

in

a health

accordingly, a continuous

revision

Planning

that must be applied continously,

was a technique

aspects were organization
their application

of its methods

and methods.

it was possible

to reduce costs

on

the Bureau.

organization;

and procedures

Dr. Portner

the common

and Dr. Portner

rationalization

especially

under

was necessary.

and two ef its

had shown

that with

considerably,

and to make

,

the

necessary

adjustments

the

procedures

used in

program

as circumstances
the administrative

c 8/za,
z3
changed. He would like
field

1

to see

employed throughout

the

of the Organization.

Dr. WILLIAMS (United States of America) expressed his satisfaction
with the statem3nt made by Dr. Portner, which had been supplemented by
that of Dr. Horwitz, to the effect that administration was destined and would
continue to be destined to service the programs, and not vice versa, as had
been observed on certain occasions.

The savings thus effected could be

devoted to programs aimed at improving health in the Americas, which was
the objective of the Organization.

He asked Dr. Horwitz and Dr. Portner

certain details about the work to be done in the field, especially as
regards the Zone Offices and the country representatives.

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) stated that decentralization
in the countries was taking place as a supplement to administrative
rationalization.

PASB adhered to the standard set by WHO in the matter

of establishing country representatives.

The aim was to have in each

country a central authority representing PASB ,with powers to coordinate,
supervise, and direct the activities of all programs being carried out there.

He then referred to the application of the new system in Colombia.
Previously the 29 persons stationed there had reported to the Zone IV
Representative whereas currently therewas a single coordinator in that
country reporting direct

to the

Representative on all projects; moreover,

that coordinator would be the only one authorized to

negotiate with the

Page 1_

Ministry of Health in Colombia.
coordinate the activities

There would thus be a single voice to

the Organization with both the country's

Government and the Zone Representative.

That technical program had

already been extended to all countries of Zone IV, and
gradually extended to the entire Region.
Zones IT and III. That

would be

Already a star% had been made in

decentralization was essentially, related to program

activity, although certain secondary administrative responsibilities had
also been decentralized.

The action toward

decentralizing the program

was founded on the thesis that the country was the focal point of interest;
therefore, the purpose of PASB was to adapt the Organization to enable it
to serve that fundamental purpose.

The Committee then unanimously adopted the following

CE48.R1

RESOLUTIONI

The Executive

Committee,

Having
rationalization

examined
in the

the report
of the Director
on administrative
Pan American Sanitary
Bureau (Document CE_8/13);

Noting the progress
procedure,
and techniques
PASB; and
_earingin
of rationalization
services
to the

made in streamlining
in the administrative

mimi the economies
and the investment
C_vernments,

st_ruoture,
activities

made as a result
of these funds

of the

of the program
in program

RESOLVES:
1. To take note of the report of the Director on administrative
rationalization in the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (Document ¢F_8/13).

Ps_e
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2. To commend the Director and the staff of the PASB for
their efforts to date in effectimg economies in administration.
3. To request the Director to continue the program of
rationalization and to report progress to the next meeting of the
Executive Committee.
4. To transmit this resolution and the report of the
Director to the XIV Meeting of the Directing Council.

,

2.

Program

Budgeting

Dr. HORWITZ

(Director,

the item at the first

P_SB), when presenting

plenary

session,

step in the efforts

of the Pan American

functional

He noted

submitted
together

budget.
for

or program

technique in genera]

Bureau

The program budget,

a further

toward preparing

a

at its 46th Meeting

of all aspects

as to constitute

CE48/17 on

plan for such a budget had been

of the Commlttee

administration

Document

that it represented

Sanitary

classification

so arranged

budget.

stated

that a general

the consideration

with a proposed

of the Bureau,

c_18,
Rev. 1 (Eng.)
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of

the general

in the aggregate

work

a functional

he pointed out, was a modern

and planning, which, in synthesis,

sought

to arrange investments in accordance _rithaims or objectives, without placing
emphasis

on the measures

to achieve

them.

The national

budgets

for health

in the Latin ._nerican countries were really only lists of items related
funds

and

concrete
of health

supplies for
objectives

health

activities,

by activity.

plans the emphasis

£ste, the preparation

and did not directly

refer

to

to

Until the Governments gave to the preparation

it received

of functional

in the Charter

budgets would

of Punts

not lmve

del

the importance

it deserved.

The preparation
of the Continent.
arguments

of such budgets
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did not have direct
that the document

a transitional

executive

presented

in an international

functions.

was a further

stage toward a real program

budget,

For that
step
which

would

be feasible

when the

Governments

all

had national

health

plans

based upon an exhaustive analysis of problems by geographical areas,
regardless of their politico-administrative name.

W%mt were currently termed program budgets constituted an expression
of general policy with regard to the important health problems of the
Continent.

Dr. Horwitz declared that those matters had been kept in mind

in presenting the first trial program budget of the Organization, which
followed the plan of classification approved by the _6th Meeting of the
Executive Committee.

On that occasion it had been stated that there was

no perfect classification plan, because, especially in matters of health,
where functions were not mutually exclusive, but rather mutually complementary,
it was necessary to make arbitrary decisions regarding the use of
resources, particularly technical personnel.

An example that would

reduce the classification to simple terms would be that of a sanitary
engineer, or a sanitary instructor, assigned simultaneously to one, two,
or three programs.

It would clearly be necessary to estimate the time

he devoted to each in order to establish the investment to be made for
each program.

There was _hereforealways an element of arbitrariness, which,

though not of great importance for the final result, had nevertheless
to be borne in mind.

There was no perfect classification, and neither

was its content perfect;

that applied with even greater relevance to

international civil servants who, except when working in specific
projects,

were

concerned

with

giving

advice

tm
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terminology
health

a program
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Headquarters; and that

number 9, Other, which was reserved

for
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those communicable

diseases that had not yet acquired sufficient importance in the program
of the Organization to merit a separate designation. As those programs

cli_$,
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and equipment provided by the Organization, were shown under Plannimg and
Execution.

Column 2, Development of Professional Personnel, was devoted
essentially to fellowships and seminars.

The time of the project personnel

devoted to in-service training was not shown separately; but under the
item Planning and Execution.

If one could differentiate in the activities

of a consultant between those devoted to general advice and those devoted
to training, the proportion for training might be shown in the second
column instead of the first.

Next came Research, and finally Indirect Program Costs, which
included all the indirect costs that occurred in Titles IV and V.

He

suggested that the Committee might wish to discuss the classification plan,
after which the remaining tables could be presented.

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) elaborated on the
place of the document under discussion in the sequence of budgeting in
PASB, and declared that the item being considered was based on Official
Document No.4Oj which the Committee had examined last September;
consequently it antedated all the figures given in Document CE48/17.

If

Official Document No. 40 ha_ been prepared at a later date, it would have
--

reflected the reduction in posts, which were covered by Item 53,
Administrative Services, in Table VI.
The CHAIRMAN stated that, while recognizing the implicit difficulties
in the process, he considered it essential to have program budgets in
order to plan the activities of the Bureau.
Meeting

of

the _nisters

of Health

had

He noted that the recent
specifically

recommended
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a rather
solving

clear
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With such information it would be possible to

intensify the most urgently required activities.
expressed his concern at previous meetings,

He recalled

that he had

especially that of the Directing

Council in 1961, when he emphasized the advisability of adopting a form of
presentation

which the draft program budget resembled.
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It
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with

should

of malaria
each other.

be borne in

_nd

that

and environmental
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international

sanitation

activities

were not

to the commitment

of all

exactly

in the
on a par

Governments

of

the world to eradicate malaria, and drew attention to the fact that many
Governments, especially that of the United States of America, had made
generous voluntary contributions to a special fund that in recent years
had made it possible to conduct a program of international cooperation,
in the matter not only of advisers, but also of certain basic supplies,
such as drugs, and other aspects related thereto.

He added that the meeting of the Task Force that had just ended
gave to environmental sanitation, and above all, to rural sanitation, an
importance equal to that of malaria.

That fact was clearly reflected in

the recommendation on the creation of a special fund for rural welfare
which, as stated in the Final Report, should be financed by contributions
from Governments, from the Alliance for Progress funds, and from other
national or international funds.
the fact would be reflected

If such a fund were to be established,

in the document, as was the special malaria

fund, which in great part derived from the voluntary contribution of the
Government

of the United States of America.

Nevertheless,

he considered

that in the last three years sanitation had received international
several times greater than the original investment.

funds

Moreover, he noted

that the Organization currently had approximately 50 consultants working
in the Continent on sanitation projects.
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undoubtedly
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health
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important

activities.

He

on the work done.

PA_B) stated

that

he wished

to thank

speaker for his gracious remarks on behalf of the entire Bureau.

the
Each

institution would have to find its own classifications and formulas in
order to obtain the best results, and that was precisely what the Bureau
was trying to do.

He cited as an example Table VI and pointed to the

concise narrative on tuberculosis as an illustration of what it was
proposed to be for each major program and each specific program.

Whenever

the Governments set the Bureau precise objectives, they would be translated
into specific programs.

He referred to the form of presentation of the

budget of PAHO, emphasizing that each Organization was governed by a
document approved by its legislative body.

Thus the Bureau itself could

not change the form of presentation, since it had no authority to do so.

He proposed that if there was agreement with the general system of
a summary statement of the sources of funds, that document could be added
to the PAHO budget to form an additional chapter, without altering the
general format.

If, as time went on, the conclusion was reached that that

system of presentation made it possible to prepare budgets in other forms,
either the Council, or the Conference, as was deemed pertinent, should
consider the matter.

He suggested that, for the time being, not more than

one chapter should be included, precisely because the method was not as
yet sufficiently refined.
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type,
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z

could

not

a matter

of quantitative activities; however, relyIxrogrammay be the object of a
program budget, such as that presented for the consideration of the
Committee, an idea of great educatioma! value for the Governments of
the

Continent.

Finally, the Executive Committee unan/mously approved the following

RESOLUTION II

CE48.R2

The Executive Committee,
Having examined the Report of the Director on Program
Budgeting (Document 0E48/17);
and
Considering that if the budget format were revised in
accordance with the procedure suggested in the above-mentioned
document, it would be easier to form a clearer idea of the
direction of the efforts of the Organization and their conformity
with the priorities assigned to given policy objectives,
RESOL_:
1. To take note of the Report of the Director on Program
Budgeting (Document CE48/17).
2. To approve the change recommended by the Director in
the format of the budget document; namely, to add a chapter
containing a summary statement of the sources of funds from which
programs will be financed and summary statements showing
distribution of funds by major programs and by object of expenditure,
these changes to be effective with the presentation of the 1964
Budget of the Pan American Health Organization,

e.,W_/].e.It.v.. 1 (m._.)
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3.

.T.as_k .Force on Health

at the. Mini?.terial

Dr. HORWITZ (Director,
of Health

served

as

a task

Resolution A.4, item 4,
Resolution

PASB) said
force

of

the

Leve_l

that

the

on programming
Charter

Meeting

of the

and on health,

Ministers

by virtue

of Punta del Este.

of

That

charged the Secretary General of the Organization of American

States with the organization of meetings of task forces in various fields
of economic and social development.

It also stipulated that the task

force on health was to be organized by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.
Accordingly, Dr. Mora, Secretary General of the Organization of American
States, had delegated to the Pan American Sanitary Bureau the task of
organizing the Task Force and serving as its secretariat, which was a
particular honor for the Bureau and a source of satisfaction in view of
the manifest results of the meeting.

After reading

item

4

of

Resolution A.4, which enumerated the specific functions entrusted to the
Task Force on Health, he said that the meeting was held in Washington
from 15 to 20 April 1963, and was attended by fifteen of the twenty
Ministers

of Health of the Hemisphere,

or about eighty experts in all.

and a large group of advisers,

In the plenary sessions, the Ministers

expressed their views on major health problems in the Hemisphere, their
order of importance, the general measures for solving them, and recommended
the adoption of certain meamzres. Two committees, established in plenary
session, met simultaneously to study specificproblems. The first
considered prevalent problems such as communicable dieeases, sanitation,
nutrition, and the general objective: an increase in life expectancy
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at birth by an average of five years per person.

The second committee

studied the fundamental tools employed by public healthservices to achive_heir
aims, which were sometimes

calle_ administrative

goals, such as planning,

the training of professional, subprofessional, and auxiliary personnelt
the organization and improvement of services, and research.

Each

committee's recommendations were forwarded to t_e plenary session,
approved with the necessary changes, and then published in a final report.
That report contained a chapter on the role of health in the economic a_
social development of the Americas, the doctrine of the Charter of Panta
del

Es%e,

also

advocated

by the

Pan American

Health

Organization

and the

World Health Organization in their desire to incorporate health into the
general process of economic and social development.

The major health problems in the Americas, or the factors that
contributed to the reduction of life expectancy and the increase of
morbidity and mortality, _ere dealt with in the Final Report.

Those

factors were communicable diseases, poor sanitation, malnutrition, inadequate
clothing, insanitary housing, ignorsmoe,and iow per capita income.
_mong the communicable _iseasesmalaria would occupy first place in some
countries, whil_ in others, a different

disease

would

predominate.

·

The report also set forth criteria that could be used by the Qovernments
for establishing priorities in health problems and preparing program
budgets, which would permit a rational distribution of their revenues
and health investments.

Those criteria were expressed in hemispheric

terms, and needed to be translated into each country's own terms.

CP._18,

The fundamental problem for health technicians in a_plyi_

asr. I (_.)

those

criteria would be to show economists their significance for the developmeritof each particular

problem,

especially those economists who were

still unconvinced that every economic system had humanitarian motives
and purposes, and that by simplyimproving the standard of livir_ of
the individual and the labor force in certain age groups, the economy
of the respective country would change as a result of the health programs.
The contribution of health work to the econon_ could also be shown in
the increase in natural wealth resulting from a program.

The report also dealt with the health situation in the Americas
and the outlook for the future,
achievements in health

the Hemisphere's

current

and the measures to be taken to achieve the

objectives of the Charter.

Another point considered by the committees was the study or
determination of the measures necessary for the implementation of the
Ten-Year Pablic Health Program, including specific measures for the
eradication of malaria and smallpox, the control of tuberculosis and
Chagas' disease, various aspects of nutrition, and environmental
sanitation.

The study was made with an eye to future achievements

on the basis of the present, and gave more emphasis to problems that
had to be solved than to successes already achieved.

I$ emphasized

that there was a commitment to fulfill dttringthe decade

and that,in

order to make progress, the situation in the various countries had to
be appraised.

c a/lS,
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Similarly,
viz,

planning,

basic
its

aspects

importance

of the

tools

I
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to

be used

were

studied,

and consequences.

Despite the fact that the decision of Governments to make health
plans was a recent one, it had already evoked considerable interest.
a number of Governments had planning units within their Ministries of
Health, liaison _th

National Development Boards was increasing, and

the training of experts was also beil_ stimulated. The Task Force also
considered tileorganization and administration of services, discussed
the obstacles that hindered the integration of preventiveand curativeservices,
the importance of the current utilization of funds, particularly in
hospital administration, the role of the training of experts, and the
urgent need to emphasize the training of subprofessional personnel, in
view of the cost and complexity of training professional personnel.
That was one way of making better use of the talent and experience of
such personnel

to serve the greatest possible number of persons.

Scientific research was given its merited role and the conflicts
between pragmatism and investigation, and between what had been called
pure research and applied research, were abolished. Ail research was
basic when it made a real contribution to such knowledge as was essential
for mankind.

From that standpoint,every study could be simultaneously

basic and applied, and the only problem was selection. Whether it
would be possible to increase life expectancy by five years during the
decade, was also studied.

It was decided that life tables were needed

since existing statistical services in Latin America were weak

,

and should be strengthened.

C_8/Z8, _..
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Many countries might find it difficult to

deal with the problem on a national scale, and it was therefore recommended that registration areas should be created. In that way, data
could be verified since a representative sample of the population would be
available.

As statistical experts and auxiliaries were trained, those

registration areas could be gradually extended until they covered a
whole country.

In countries where the mortality rate in children under

five was 40 per cent, or more, of the total mortality, the application
of modern

public health techniques would obviously lead to a rapid

increase in life expectancy.

As that was the case in most Latin American

countries, it would clearly be possible to reach that general objective
of the Charter of Punta del Este.

The recommendations summarized the discussions from which they issued.
Some recommendations were in the thoughts of all the participants, and
others were original; they should be put into effect at once.

A common

denominator of the discussions was the insistance that Latin America
should not copy systems that had been successful in other cultures or in
countries that enjoyed greater technological advances, but should adapt
advances in knowledge resulting from research to the living conditions
of the area, and create their own system for the protection, promotion
and restoration of health.

The lack of sanitation in rural areas, where 50 per cent of the
population in Latin America was living, had been acknowledged.

The

economy of the Hemisphere would continue to be predominantly agricultural
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during the twentieth century.

The fact thet 50 per cent of the labor

force was engaged in agriculture demonstrated the primitive manner in
which the land was worked.

The health conditions of the rural population

were poorer than those of persons who lived in urban areas, and the
distribution of Government funds for that purpose was very uneven
throughout the Continent.

Some members of the Task Force, recognizing the

need to attend to rural welfare and to create a special rural welfare
fund, requested the Pan American Sanitary Bureau to take steps to
accelerate the creation of such a fund.

It would be very useful if

Goverz_nentswould submit a written statement of their interest in
contributing to that fund, which would be a source of financing 2o enable the
Governments to mai_ztainrevolving funds,money from wht,h would be made
available to organized communities in accordance with the political and
administrative structure of each country.

If the Governments, through

their Ministers of Health, would make it clear that they really wanted a
rural welfare fund to be set up, the sources that would provide money for
such an undertaking would surely be responsive.

The Task Force had also

considered the creation of a Latin American common market for biological
products.

Its purpose would be to improve the quality of such products,

increase their production

in some countries, and initiate the interchange

of those products with a humanitarian end in view.

Another point

considered was how to improve the quality and lower the cost of drugs
habitually used to treat the common diseases in the Hemisphere.

The Task

Force also reviewed the policy in food distributiont and was mindful of the

,
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research
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vegetable
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protein,
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particularl_
adopting

an

indispensable

proteins.

It recommended that representatives of the Ministries of Health
be included in National Alliance for Progress Committees,

and that

the activities of international organizations be more intensively
coordinated

with the national health plans of the Governments.

importance was given

to the indispensable participation

Special

of women in the

2eh-Year Public Health Program of the Alliance for Progress

The spirit of the document was as important as the letter.
first contact in the century of some 100 technicians,

_he

including

the Pan American Sanitary Bureau officials who served as the secre_,ariat
of the Conference, demonstrated the determination of the Americas to
make progress in health.

There were official and unofficial exchanges,

a generous gift of experience, and an opportunity to draw attention to
errors so as to keep others from repeating mistakes that
tarily be harmful.

migth involun-

The desire for direct assistance from Minister to

_Linister,from Government to Government, had constituted a new oportunity
for solidarity in the Hemishpere, which because of the high level of its
culture and the worth of its citizens, had only to take a few steps
forward to be able to play its proper role among the countries of the
world.

The Ministers had a/so had the opportunity in Washir_gtonto

discuss the problems of their Goverments with national and international

'
agencies

(Departments

International
Development

of the

Development,
Bank,

the

United

the

Organization

and to advance negotiations of
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States

Public

Government,

Health

Service,

of American

States,

the
the

_ency

for

Inter-American

the World

Bank)

direct interest to funde_ental projects

in their countries.

The final declaration was not simply au expression of faith, but
an answer to the b§sic question that had motivated the meeting of the
Task Force.

Could the Alliance for Progress accomplish the Ten-Year

Public Health Program?

That was the question, and the answer of the

Ministers was as follows:

"From this analysis we have concluded that the Ten-Year
Public Health Program of the Alliance for Progress can be carried
out, provided its objectives are i_tegrated in a rational way
with the other goals that our countries propose to reach and that
the potential resources in each and every one of our countries,
and our wills, are mobilized to the full in the service of a
higher ideal: the winning of well-being for the benefit of all
the people of America.
This noble task must be performed for the sake of the
dignity of the people of America, in whom the destiny of the
Hemisphere resides at this szngular hour in History."

The courtesies extended by the United States Government to the
Task Force during its stay in the city culminated in the cordial
reception of the Ministers by Mr. John Fitzgerald Kennedy, President
of the United States of America, an event of considerable historic

moment.

In conclusion, Dr. Horwitz publicly expressedhis gratitude to the Secretary
General of the Organization of American

States for having given the

Pan American Sanitary Bureau that opportunity.

The CEAII_iA/_ stated
the

ministerial

shown that

it

level

that

in most

was essential

plannimg
countries,

for

units

were

being

and experience

the directors

of local

to have at least some basic notions of planning.

or6_/ze_
tn

health

Chile

at
had

a_encies

Therefore, those

directors did not need specialized training such as that given to planners,
but training limited to basic practices and methods of planning.

He went

on to emphasize the importance of the Organization's new policy in creating
a rural welfare fund.

Dr. OI/;UIN(Argentina) said that he considered the Meeting of
Ministers of extraordins_y moment because of the importance it would have
in stimulating the authorities to execute public health programs, the basis
for economic and social development.

Every undertaking on behalf of the

rural family - potable water supply, improved nutrtion, a higher standard
of living - would redound in benefit of the Latin American countries, all
the more since, traditionally, the health conditions of rural residents
had been neglected by the authorities.

He agreed with the declaration

of the Chair to the effect that regional, provincial, or zonal planning
was an indispensable adjunct to central planning by the Ministries of
Health.

Dr. _JILLI_

(United States of America) said that recommendations

had been formulated at the Meeting of Ministers.

That made it imperative

to recognize a number of commitments of prime importance that had to be
fulfilled by means of a frontal attack.
of malaria.

The first was the eradication

Nothing should be allowed to stand in the way

of

the

Page

continuous pursuit of the malaria eradication program.
the eradication of smallpox.

2he second was

In third place was rural sanitation,

centered on problems of providing drinking water in rural areas, for the
solution of which the establishment of an adequate fund had been recommended.

Commitments

made for the eradication of malaria and smallpox,

as well as for rural water supply, fully justified the time devoted at
the meeting to a study of the programs to be put into elfest during
forthcoming years.

There was hope

that, in the near future, specific

procedures and measures would be found to assure compliance
recommendations

with the

adopted by the Task Force on Health at the Ministerial

Level.

Mr. OLIVERO (Observer, Inter-American

Development

Bank) made some

general remarks on the problem of water supply in rural areas, basic
principles of financing and administration of which, except for slight
variations,

were similar to those involved in solving the same problem

in urban areas.

As in cities, if supplies were well constructed and

administered and provided efficient Service, the beneficiaries did not
object to paying a reasonable
and capacity to pay.

The success of rural programs would therefore

depend on the adoption
community.

water rate scaled to their income level

of solutions geared to conditions

in the

A small, modest community would require a small, modest

solution.

History recorded
solutions

the example of programs that began with simple

that were technically,

administratively, and financially

sound,

,

c ZlS.
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and for

foreign

sources

problem

in

on the importance

s

that

included

and maintenance

the organizaof the

services.

2.

The adoption of flexible solutions in line with the special

needs of the beneficiaries, the political structure of the country, its
basic laws, and its customs and traditions.

1 C,r,a;.)
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3.

to help

themselves, and reciprocal

the benefits.

assistance

the Inter-American

it was assisting.

of persona

Those principles, approved by the Latin American

countries in the Act of Bogota and the Charter of Pan_
guided

_2

Emphasis on self-help, to be interpreted as the efforts of

Governments
receiving

Page

Development

del Este, also

Rank in the projects

and programs

In programs of that type consideration would have to

be given to local sources of funds which had not been utilized in the
past but which should be utilized to the maximum in the future.

4.

The principal need of the agency in charge of the _Aral

water supply program

was for sufficient

authority and independenoe

assure its regular and efficient operation.
agency should be empowered

to

At the same time, that

to adopt and execute effectively

and

permanently the administrative, financial and operative measures required
for the performance

5.

of its functions.

For the initiation of the program, a selection should be made

of localities in which
and which offer

the greatest number of persons could be benefited

the fewest obstacles.

Results in those initial-stage

areas would have a catalytic effect on the rest of the program.

6.

The possibility of establishing a revolving fund exclusively

for the continuation

and expansion of the program should be explored.

_mhe fund would consist

of national contribations,

any capital outlay

from which would be recovered by means of water rates and charges in
keeping

with the financial

capabilities

of the beneficiaries.

Page

Finally

the

Committee

unanimous_

approved

RESOLUTION III

The Executive

the

43

following

CE48.R3

Commfttee,

Bearing
in mind the report
of the Director
on the Meeting
of Ministers
of Health
which, constituted
as a Task Force, was
held in the city
of Washington
from 15 to 20 April 19631
RESOLVES:
1. To note with satisfaction the report of the Director
and to express the firm conviction that the Meeting held constituted
a measure of great importance for the solution of health problems
and, consequently, gives a vigorous stimulus to the carrying
forward of the work of the development of the Continent to which
the signatory countries of the Charter of Punta del Este aspire.
2. To urge the Director that, given the importance of the
meeting of the Task Force, he make a detailed report to the Directing
Council on the recommendations drawn up at the meeting, to enable
the Council to examine the possibility of incorporating the
principles contained therein into the policy of the Organization,
as a valuable contribution to the attainment of the objectives
of the Ten-Year Public Health Program of the Alliance for Progress.

The CHAIRMAN also decided to set up a working party composed of
Dr. Olguin, Dr. Williams, and Mr. Olivero, to prepare a draft resolution
on the establishment of a special rural welfare fund.

The working party

presented that draft at the fifth plenary session and the Committee
unanimously adopted the following

c/18,
,
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The Executive
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Page_
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Committee,

Considering that, among the efforts the Governments of
the Americas are making to raise the level of health, the improvement of environmental conditions is one of the measures that call
for the most urgent attention;

Bearing in mind that it is of the utmost importance to
pay maximum attention to the improvement of the level of living
of the rural population of Latin America, one of the fundamental
factors for the success of The development program of the
Alliance for Progress;
Bearing in mind that one of the fundamental requirements
of environmental sanitation is an adequate supply of potable
water to the rural and urban population;
Considering that, in order to guarantee the success of
any water supply and rural welfare program, it is necessary to
finance it on the basis of self-financing, in part or in whole,
and to give it an organization based on sound administrative
principles;
Considering that the solution of the financial problem
inherent in a sanitation program could to a large extent be
solved by the establishment of a special rural welfare fund
financed by contributions from the countries, the Alliance for
Progress, and international organizations, since it would permit
the direct contributions of the interested communities and of
the Government to be duly supplemented;
Considering that potable water supply, which is one of
the objectives of the Ten-Year Public Nealth Program of the
Alliance for Progress, has been designated in recommendation A.6
of the Task Force, composed of the Ministers of Public Health
of the _mericas, as one of the needs that require a high
priority; and
Considering that the above-mentioned recommendation
suggests that the Mir.
istries of Health should be responsible for
the control of the funds made available to the countries by the
Special Fund, and should make loans to communities that have
previously been duly organized, either direct or through the
instrumentality of suitable organizations, and on reasonable
terms and with reasonable repayment periods that make it possible
to create a revolving fund that can be used for the benefit of
other communities,

CE_8/1S, Rev. I (_.)
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RESOLVES:
1. To invite the Director of the Pan American Banitary
Bureau to study the various aspects of the establishment of a
Special Fund that will be used for making loans to Ministries
of Health on the best possible terms as to interest rates and
repayment periods, so as to enable them to make available to
suitably organized communities the supplementary funds necessary
for the execution of potable water supply and other rural welfare
projects in such a way as will allow of the establishment and
maintenance of a revolving fund.

2. To invite the Director to make a report to the
Directing Council on the above-mentioned study, including such
specific measures as he deems appropriate for putting the recommendations of the Task Force on Health in practice.

_.

OLIVEI_O (Observer,

Inter-American

Development Bank) asked

that a mention be made in the minutes of his appreciation

as Observer

of the Inter-American Development Bank for the distinction conferred
upon him in being asked to participate in the working party that
prepared

the draft resolution

on the establishment of a rural welfare

fund, in which his participation had been limited to the technical
aspects

of environmental

sanitation.
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including health plans, so that health activities could play a larger part
in economic and social development.

As a consequence the pro_

of PAHO

and that of some Member Governments had been given a new orientation to
enable certain new activities to be initiated and to provide greater
support for economic and social development. One of the first steps had
consisted in improving and strengthening programs in the field of national
health planning.

That would allow the Bureau to make better use of its

staff in working with Member Qovernments in preparation, reviewing and
revising national health plans.

Cooperation of that type had already been

given to Bolivia, Colombia, Chile, Haiti, Honduras, and the Dominican
Republic, in collaboration with the Organization of American States, the
Inter-American Development Bank, and the Economic Commission for
Latin America.

He added that,in order to allow advisory personnel to improve
their knowledge of national health planning, several officials were
attending planning courses at Johns Hopkins University School of Public
Health.

However, even without that special training, and relying only

on in-service training, the Bureau had increased its activities in
cooperation with Tripartite l_issions,and had extended active cooperation
to Haiti, Paraguay, Uruguay, and the Central American Republics.

Bearing

in mind the health objectives of the Charter of Punta del F_te, the Bureau
had maintained close contact with the Organization of American States,
in

particular

_:ith the

Development Bank.

Committee of the Nine,and with the Inter-Americ_n
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about the general

lines of the

Within the guidelines

fruitful results.

at the national

given an opportunity

a task

of the

steps had been taken and relations

which would bring

services,

had

in that regard,

himself

Alliance

Bureau

Re,. 1
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It was hoped that

and international

to play an even more effective

levels,

would be

role in the improve-

ment of the quality

of man in the Remisphere; they couldbuildupon

record

activity,

of effective

to contribute

towards

which

had fully demonstrated

for

Progress

the

OAS

had

been

provide

technical

assigned

the countries

before

task

and social

assistance

ment; and to organize

very
of

three

PARO.
tasks

development

they were presented

that it would continue.

in the

the
been

Charter

certain

of Latin

guidelines

America;

economic and social

to

develop-

prepared

by

to sources of financing.

He

had the

of the Bureau, and that it was hoped
had mentioned,

and social plans had been presented

to the Committee

others

prepared,

health aspects.

under
for

the OAS had at all times

As Dr. Cutler

were in the process

work

As had

a body for the review of the plans

or active participation

included

their ability

gratifying

forces to provide

in planning

added that, in the field of health,
advice

been

that in its

cooperation

of Punta del Este: to organize
in the fields of economic

stated

it had

OAS to rely on the magnificent
noted,

their past

that end.

Mr. SAL22_AN (Observer, OAS)
the Alliance

were

of being

various

economic

of the Nine, and

and that most

of the plans
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He stated

his

belief

that

the

first

part

of

technical

assist-

ance to planning was drawing to a close and declared that discussions
were

being

America

conducted

for

the

renewal

task

forces

such

ance

to planning.

ance missions

with

the
of

as the

Government

the

Task

agreement

Force

Onited

which

on Health,

in the field of planning,
formulation

of these activities.

He concluded

continue

the technical

the

States

furnished
and for

of

funds

for

technical

to enjoy

assistance

national inventory

of investment
by expressing

the cooperation

necessary

projects,
the hope

of the Bureau

for the preparation

the

assist-

Those funds would be used for other technical

fication of projects,

OAS would

of

assist-

and identiand studies
that the
in providing

and revision

of plans.

Dr. ORLICH
that the Bureau,
cooperation

(Costa Rica) proposed
in particular

possible

Dr. HORWITZ
having

heard

resolution

the Director,

with the Organization

(Director,

Dr. Orlich's

terms.

PASB)

proposal

of the Directing

matter in general

that a recommendation

work in the closest

of American

expressed
and recalled

things had happened,

advisable

Committee

having the Organization
health.

that there

collaborate

at

was a

referred

to the

in view of the fact that since

that time so many important
for the Executive

States.

his gratification

Council, in 1960, which

Moreover,

De made

it might

to reiterate

be very

its interest

with the OAS in the field of

in

asr. 1
'

The

Committee

then

unanimously

Page

approved

RESOLUTIONV

The Executive

Having
of the Pan
development

the
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following

CE48.R5

Committee,

examined
the report
of the Director
tmerican
Sanitary
_treiu
in economic
(Doc.___r__nt CE_8/6); and

on %he &otivittes
and social

Considering the importance of these activities
progress of the people of Latin America,

for the

RESOLVES:

1. To approve with satisfaction
the report
of
the Director of the Bureau on the activities of the
Pan American Sanitary
(Document CE48/6).
2.

To recommend

Bureau in economic and social

that the Director

continue

development

to take

whatever steps are necessary to ensure that the health sector
participate
fully in social and economic development planning
and cooperate at the national and international levels with
the other agencies involved, in particular with a view to
increasing technical cooperation activities with the
Governments.
3. To recommend that the Director take such
steps as
are necessary to enable the Bureau to cooperate more actively
with the Organization
of American States, and in particular
with the Executive Secretary of IA-ECOSOC in order to ensure
that full consideration is given to the health sector in
country analyses as well as in preparing and reviewing
national development plans.

'

5.

Report
on t=he Formulation
of Heal_l Planners

Dr. CUTLER
the formulation
planners.

He referred

With those

been

subsequently

given

That methodology

the guidelines

essential

problem

of integration

considered.

Hopkins

utilized

were

for about

13 officials

The field work
had

Econom_ c and Social

Organization.

planning

was carried
been

and as a guide

attache_

for

the background,
in an area,

alternate
national

health

and

and

plans.

The

plans was

During
with

and

Health of

be made available

to

the preparation

the Government

course, which

of

of

provided

instruction

of Health of Venezuela.

out in the State of Aragua°

concluded

Planning,

it.

concluded

of the Ministry

and could

was in the form of notes,

that requested

to hold a three-month

agreement

Health

the planning

situation

In due time, it would

agreements

and

by the

the course given at the School of Public

Venezuela

another

the Center

in Venezuela

the outline,

for formulating

The textbook

University.

methodology,

activities

of local plans within

all the health ministries
that

trials

CE48/8 on

of Venezuela,

had been provided

the health

information

was the one used in

University

_rai_

of health

entered into with

extensive

provided

for appraising

offered

and the training

to formulate

for training

aaa. ,t_.

Document

States and the Pan American

funds it had been possible

be utilized

Johns

methodology

of the Central

of American

that had

also

PASB) presented

for tha_ purpose

methodology

planning.

P1 .mmiz_ Me,th,,odolo _

to the agreement

Studies

that the funds

Organization

Director,

of planning

for Development
stated

(Deputy

of

Page52

with

the Latin

American

to the Economic

Subsequently,
Institute

Commission

for

for

Rev. I
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Latin America
Organization

in Santiago,
of American

and the Economic

Chile.

States,

Commission

planning,

and educational

PASB fellowships

to

training

Although its major field of specialization
courses

for health,

was given

for 11 weeks

officials

of health ministries,

attend

opportunities

of Chile, for field

the course.

agriculture

and perhaps

through

in planning.

years, with

at the end of 1962, and

In addition

were provided,

experience

in forthcoming

Organization

Bank,

planners.

20 of the participants,

organized

by the

Development

America, and provided

it had organized

The first course

instruction,

was subeidized

the I_ter-American

for Latin

for all types of planners.
was economic

The Institute

other agencies.

to academic

the Ministry

Other

fellowships

were awarded

of Health

such coursee

provided

will be

by the

Dr. Cutler pointed

out the

importance of havir_ a oon_qultant of the Organization in the training center,
as to facilitate

the inclusion

economic planners,
Pan American
necessary

health

ar_d economic
pro,Tess,

Health

eventually
the trained

0rgahization

orientstion

sectors.

according

fellowships

educational

concepts in the training

planners,

and agricultural

would

to the mandate

of other

plann/ng

to health planners.

of the 0r6_nization

staff they needed.

would

The

to give the
social

was now in

of the Allianoe for Pro6_ess,

be awarded

all the Governments

that health

of

specialists.

thus be in a position

in the training of planners

Dr. Cutler added

would hopefully

planning

of health

so

and

He said that

be able to have

Rev.1
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The

CHAIRMAN recalled

at the Ministerial
Plan_

necessary

methods.

could

basic

orientation

Task

for formulating

in the planning
campaign

should be organized

be shorter
in

the

of

It

for training in
levels,

administrators.

comprehensive,

methodology

process."

on two different

for health

and less

must be

The

covering

planning.

only

That

needed

by the Latin

nations.

Dr. HORWITZ
Chairman's

sufficiently
officials

(Director,

remarks,

that planning

which

thorough

in charge

have

the

PASB) said that he was pleased

were of fundamental

units should

of regions

in the subject.
or areas,

of planning

opportunity

or

its economic and social

aspects.

Health,

were

the Governments

cope with

their major

begun to formulate

It was evident

It was also

or of important

methodology

even though

with

obvious that

health

centers,

they r_ight

need to make a thorough study of all
As had been said in the Task Force on

in the process of formulating

problems.

national

importance.

to hear the

have the required number of experts

training

should have a knowledge
not

on Health

in plamming

would be the only way to train the number of planners
American

Force

experts responsible

a general

as such, and another

courses

the

Chapter VIi, Po/_ut B.1, Nations/

participating

to undertake

Courses

latter

of

them be trained, but the methodology

taught to all the personnel

one for planners

in

Not only must

the plans and evaluating

planning

Report

"The training of the personnel

be intensified.

was therefore

the

Level recommended

for Health,

should

that

With few exceptions,

health plans based

policies

to

they had not yet

on extensive

knowledge

of the
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different
at

areas

least

the

into

officials

units

had

their

own particular

could

then

making
was

to

have

build

efforts

Central

American

country

a knowledge
part

to

to begin

the

responsible

into

soon

Venezuela

which

the

provide
in

for
of

of

each

planning

the

of

which

the

the

national

health

training

in

planning.

for

technical

countries

For

and PanamA.

plan.

that

second

different

methodology

plant

E1 Salvador,

had introduced

was divided.

geographical

in

order

central
The

to

planning

Bureau

A course

was

prepare
agency

already

on methodology

personnel

from

The School of Public

a course on planning

8ta_e,

methodology

different

Health of

into its regular

program

The E_ecutive
having

schools

curricula,

Committee

of public

health

so as to increase

the necessary

training

to his information,

might

introduce

to participate

the Planning

including

the directors

agreed with the Chairman
Bureau
Zone

had already

IV.

In the next

for English-speaking

programs

of areas

a planning

few months,
countries

future it would be possible

in the Hemisphere

Office of the National

with

According

Department

for the training

and of health centers

of Health

of technical
of Peru.

He

had to be done, and said that the
expert for Zone VI and another

it would

for

appoint one for Zone I, especially

and territories.

to appoint

of

into their

in the planning process.

that something

appointed

the advisability

that methodology

the number of personnel

of Peru was taking steps to organize
staff,

wish to consider

He was certain

one for each Zone,

that in the

Rev.
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,

Dr.
the

Bureau

OLGUIN

(Argentina)

should

carry

similar

goals,

at

the

both

short
local

in Peru,

with the

of Health,
directors
health

out,

in

the

(Peru)

of health

the armed
health.

forces,
He hoped

all possible

of the Planning

in planning

Dr. OLGUIN

plans

officials

for development

the Chairman,
sufficient

Unified,

to formulate

coordinated,

the success

techniques

properly

in semi-official

funds, welfare

would make every

to the impulse

plans

as part

agencies,

with

effort to give

that PASB had

who had underscored

to persons

synchronized

of the Bureau=

the need to have
and to impart
tn local

services.

action was the only way to

plan, whether

within a country.

working

public

of the general

He agreed with the Director

to carry out the health activities,

of a general

when put into effect

personnel

1963 for

with the object of teaching

national

and welfare.

of planning

of the Ministry

that had some connection

drew attention

and the other speakers

personnel

basic notions

ensure

how

for key

said that

courses.

given to training in health planning
health

h_A_d

personnel,

statement,

Office

such as insurance

that the Organization

(Argentina)

that

health

would be given during

and also

to those

made that

agencies

6 for

Dr. Horwitz,s

and all institutions

assistance

other

be

level.

confirming

services and institutions
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recon_nendation

on plannin

international

services,

a

with

courses

collaboration

two courses

that

cooperation

in-service
and

Dr. QUIROS

proposed

Page

sectoral

or country-wide,
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,
He expressed
health

schools

curricula.
programs;
the

in

completion

health
agencies,

service

interest

of the

in Dr.

countries

In his

opinion

such

that

way they

would

of

the

personnel.

and institutions

should

include

courses

should

make a very

activities

under

A debt
that

Hor_tz's

suggestion

that

planning

course8

be part
important

way and toward

of gratitude

had begun

of

the

public

in their
teaching

contribution
fuller

was owed to

such

the

toward

training
the

of

countriesj

activities.

Dr. AVILES (Nicaragua) supported Dr. Horwitzls suggestion that
public health schools should teach students the new techniques of planning.
Such instruction should, in his view, also be given to statisticians and
other health workers.

The new methodology included the concept of establishing indicators
for measuring losses due to ill health in order to be able to speak to
economists in statistical terms; for example, how much it would cost to
prevent a death, or (said in another way) how much it would cost to save
a life.

He cited the average lethality of typhoid fever as an example

of treatment as opposed to prevention.

In concluding, he expressed the opinion that health could be bought
most cheaply by means of sanitation works.

He congratulated the PASB on

the work it was doing on the training of health planners, and suggested
that such training should be extended to professionals on other levels.

1
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Dr.

HORbTI_ (Director,

PASB) stated

a fact that merited discussion.
countries?

that

Dr. Cutler

hem mentioned

What was happening in Latin American

Ail had a national development board, a national planning

board, or a national economic council, as they called it in Guatemala.
Some included a health expert or the health minister; others invited such
an expert to attend when the health budget was being studied; in still
others, health was not represented.

The members of those development boards

were being trained at the Latin American Institute of Economic and Social
Planning, which was founded precisely to carry out that work.

The Bureau had been very pleased when Dr. Prebisch, Executive
Secretary of the Economic Commission for Latin America, had requested the
PAHO consultants assigned to the health planning course to give 20 lectures
on public health and its functions in Latin America to the economists who
were to form part of the national development boards.

That step had been

of 8rear value, because those economists, on rejoining the national
development boards, would be better prepared to understand the function of
health.

If the health experts also understood the language of economists,

it would be possible to establish much more effective communication and
that would obviously foster planning and, consequently, service to the people.

Dr. Horwitz expressed the hope that schools of economics would
include in their program the study of the sectors that had the greatest
social impact:

education, health, agricultural development, etc., so

59
that in future
development

years all experts responsible

agreed to appoint

the Chairman and Drs. Claudio

during

general

plans would speak a common language.

The Committee

(Peru),

for preparing

to prepare

a draft

Orlich

a working

party,

composed of

(Costa Rica) and Carlos

resolution

embodying

Quir6s

the suggestions

made

the discussion.

The draft resolution

was considered

a_d the C,
omm_.ttee unanimously

approved

RESOLUTION

The Executive

at the fifth plenary

session,

the following

VI

CE48.R6

Committee,

Having examined the report of the Director of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau on the formulation of planning methodology
and the
training of health planners (Document CEqS/8; and

Bearing in mind the basic
the future development of health

importance of these activities
programs in the Americas,

for

RESOLVES:
1. To approve the report of the Director of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau on the work accomplished in the
formulation of planning methodology
and the training of health
planners (Document CE48/8).
2. To recommend that the Director of the Bureau, in
cooperation with the Ministries of Health and other international
organizations, adopt pertinent measures for rapidly increasing
the number of experts with specialized training in hea]th planning,
in order to permit the efficient development of national and
international
health plans.

3. To recommend that the Governments organize short in-service
training courmes on planning for technical-administrative
personnel
on all levels, especially those who work in the different local health
agencies and in semi-autonomo,,- and private institutions participating
in health programs.
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4.
To recommend
that
the Bureau
encourage
national
international
agencies
to organize
short
trR_-<,_
courses
health
planning
for national
and international
personnel,
cooperate
with
them in that
endeavor.

and
in
and

5.
To recommend
that
schools
of public
health
include
the
methodology
of health
planning
in their
teaching
programs
and
request
the assistance
of the Pan American
Sanitary
Bureau
for
that
purpose,
if necessary.
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EmergencyRevolving

L

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) presented Document CE_8/10
and Addendum I on the status of the Emergency Revolving Fund up to
15 April 1963, on which date the balance due the Fund from the Governments
was $16,853, as shown in the table contained in Addendum

I.

Cash in

Bank was $33,147, but transactions were under way in the amount of $25,940,
which, if not reimbursed, would leave a balance in the Fund of only $7,207,
the lowest to date.

The CHAIR_L_N praised the Emergency Revolving

Fund,

saying that it

was an extremely useful service of the Bureau which enabled immediate
purchases to be made on the best possible

terms.

As an example he cited

the case of his country's purchase of influenza vaccine, which owing to
the control measures governing foreign exchange in Chile would otherwise
have taken some 3 to 6 months to negotiate.

The influenza vaccine, however,

had been needed immediately, and its purchase could not have awaited such
lengthy bureaucratic

negotiations.

As the purchase request was made

through the Bureau direct, it took only three or four days for the vaccine
to arrive in Chile.

As a result, it could be used at the critical moment

to avert the influenza

epidemic that was beginning.

Dr. 0RLICH (Costa Rica) expressed his concern over the fact that
if there were to be an outbreak of au epidemic in the country the Bureau
would note be in a position to provide immediate assistance with the funds
avai labl e.

c 8/i8,
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Dr. AVILES

(Nicaragua)

the reimbursement
of the Bureau,
Government

of the cost of purchases

and said that

would

include

Dr. HORWITZ
used.

authority

an item to settle

(Director,

was $50,000,

to increase

created

its account

Council

that currently

in_ezmedAaxF

May his

with the Bureau.

the procedure

of the Directing

(PerU) proposed

the Bureau

creating

the Fund

the Bureau had no

that,bearing

the

in mind that the Fund was

of the Fund should be increased.

has continued

in the Latin American

was clear that even if the Governments
pay them off rapidly,

the

for

it.

in 1950, the ceiling

creation, inflation

through

the budget next

PASB) explained

and added

of the procedure

the Fund, so that if there were an emergency,

could not handle

Dr. QUIROS

made

when revising

He read the Resolution

whose ceiling

Bureau

asked for an explanation

with

balances

Since its

countries.
pending

It
were to

there would still not be enough in the Fund to handle

emergencies.

Dr. PORTNER
from Dr. Olgu{n
declared

PASB) replying

and Dr. Jilliams (United
currently

to questions

States of America),

in the Fund it had been possible

the countries,

but that, for the reasons

enumerated,

at that juncture

might not be sufficient

to meet needs

could arise.
necessary

(Argentina)

that with the amount

to service
available

(Chief of Administration,

In order

to increase

to adopt a special

also to obtain

a budgetary

the ceiling

resolution

decision

by

of the Fund,

amending

the basic

the Directing

the funds
that

it would be
legislation

Council.

and

O:l!l_/18,
Rev. I (:aag'.)

Dr,
vantageous

A¥ILES (Nicaragua)

asserted

that, perhaps

it

might

be more ad-

to improve the system of repaymentrather than to increase the ceiling

of the Fttnd,and that,just as the Alliance for Progress established certain
requisites for loans, the utilization of the Emergency Revolving Fund
should also be subjected

to certain requisites.

Dr. WILLIAMS (United States of America) asked whether the same
result might not be obtained by giving the Bureau a certain flexibility
in utilizing other budgetary funds rather than by increasing the amount
of the Fund.

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) stated that although
the system suggested by Dr. Williams would be very flexible, it would
appear to be in conflict with the Finanoial Regulation of the Bureau, and
further would tend to jeopardize the program and budget approved by the
Governing Bodies.

He suggested that the procedure currently in use be

continued and that the amount of the FUnd be increased.

Dr. ORLICH (Costa Rica) declared that it would have been possible
to greatly reduce the figures for infant mortality in Costa Rica if the
Emergency Revolving Fund had been in existence at the time an outbreak
of poliomyelitis

occurred.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) stated that in view of the previous statements, the most logical step would

appear to

be to

increase

the

amount of the Fund, bearing in mind the increase in prices in the United
States of America, where,as was only natural, the Bureau would make the
purchases.

,
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Finally, the Committee

approved the following

RESOLUTION

The Executive

6_

VII

CE48.R7

Committee,

Having examined the report
Revolving Fund and the activities
and Addendum I),

of the Director on the Emergency
of that Fund (Document CF_8/10

RESOLVES:
1. To take note of the report of the Director on the
Emergency Revolving Fund (Document CE48/10 and Addendum I).
2.
assistance
as soon as

To invite the Governments, when they receive
from the Fund, to reimburse the amounts advanoed
possible,

3. To recommend to the Directing Council that it
increase the ceilingof the Fund to $75,000,
in view of
the price increases that have occurred since the Fund was
created.

,

7.

Proposed l_gram
for 1964
fill

Il l

Ill

_

I

cs8/ls,

and Budget of the Pan Amerioan HeAlth

'dev. 1

0rg_ization

_

Item 7 was examined at the third and fourth plenary sessions.
In presenting it Dr. HORWITZ (Director, PASB) recalled that the Program
and Budget of the World Health Organization for the Region of the Americas
for 1964 had already been transmitted by agreement of the 1962 Pan American
Sanitary Conference to WHO.

It had been included in the WHO general program

and budget, which was examined by the Executive Board in January 1963.

The Director said that it would be expedient to study the proposed
program and budget of the PAH0 in the light cf all the funds to be
administered by the Bureau for the purpose of reaching the obJeotives set
by the Governing Bodies: i.e., not only the funds from the 1964 PAH0 budget
but also funds from the World Health Organization, both from the regular
budget and Technical Assistance, funds from voluntary contributions to the
malaria eradication program in the Americas, and other contributions received
by the Organization.

In addition to the difficulties enherent in formulating the bases
of a program that was to be implemented almost three years later--the
groundwork for the program had been done in October 1961-- changes of
Government and of Ministers of Health made it difficult to be sure of the
continuity of a policy.

The PAHO program was therefore the refleoticn of

the wishes cf the Governments at the time it was approved.

It was incumbent

on the Governments to coordinate the work of international organizations
in order to reach the goals established in their national plans.
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The document under consideration showed that the Or_nization
allocated
That

its

had been

approved
in

funds
decided,

by the

October

Task

XIII

1961,

Organization;
the

in

Force

first

in

Meeting

which

and

accordance

on Health

in
at

the

the basic
General

of the

outlined

secondly,

_th

the

Program

Directing

the

priorities

laid

in

recommendations
Level

1962-1965,

Washington,

work to be accomplished

the Ministerial

down.

of Work for

Council

made at

had

D.

C.

by the
the

meeting

in Washington,

of

D. C.

in April 1963.

On both occasions, it was emphasized that the basic health
problems of the Americas
poor

sanitation,

low

inadequate

clothing.

diseases,

malaria was

were

infectious

per capita

malnutrition,

income, unhealthful housing, and

It was also
to be

diseases,

given

stressed

that

priority.

among

Smallpox

infectious
also

deserved a place of importance because even though there were relatively
few cases of the disease, it could spread rapidly.

According to reports

received from various countries, tuberculosis was on the increase in some,
and Chagas' disease was beginning to cause concern in others.

Certain

specific infections were a serious problem in some countries.

In Brazil,

it was schistosomiasis; in certain South American countries, enteric
infections, typhoid, paratyphoid; and in others,whooping cough, measles,
and acute respiratory infections.

The Task Force on Health had given great importance to environmental
sanitation, especially in rural areas, and tomalnutrition. The recommendations
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countries

Ten-Year

for

in

which

purpose

planning

and in

techz_cians.

It was brought

out at the meeting

that in Latin

only one physician

for every 2,0O0 persons, a

improved,

it was not unfavorable

although

of the world.

Training

of auxiliary

ratio

America

there was

which should be

when compared

with other parts

health service personnel

also should

be intensified.

The PASB had been asked to continue to assist
strengthening
the rational
public

their

health

distribution

administration,

integration

was proceeding

in providing

would allocate

Document

45 per

to health promotion;
to the Governing
to communicable

by the Organization

toward the ideal: the

services.

It was generally

agreed

in the field of basic research
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Committee
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direction.

and Administrative

and training;

Services;

28.2 per cent
17.4 per cent

and 33.8 per cent

of which 23 per cent was for malaria

and only 1.3 per cent was for smallpox
Executive

organization,

in the rationalization
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and curative

in the right
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in their adequate
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the countries in
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That figure

Since 1950 the Organization
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smallpox,

to use the dried vaccine
supplied

many Governments

good quality

vaccine,

cases,

was
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responsible

The fact was reflected

agencies.
in the

Fortunately,

were recorded in the Hemisphere

registration.

not excluding

Mortality

cases that were
was also low.

with all the Governments

those Governments

that preferred

in their campaigns.

The Organization
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for the preparation

and had provided
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to exchange

experiences
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conducted.

The problem

of smallpox

exclusively

an administrative

had
of

for experts

It had also distributed

and organized

in

with the figures of the

there were additional

the subject

The

such

through its own competent

had collaborated

be trained in its preparation.

such elements.

a Government

in the case of smallpox.

possibly

of defective

in

country

was quite low in comparison

past ten years, although
not known because

each

an advisory body.

especially

when

Even

for

no more than 3,000 cases of smallpox
1962.

instances

a function.

caution,

for carrying out its health
The PASB was primarily

the

meetings of experts to afford

publications

on

them an opportunity

how the campaign

was not a technical

to

was to be

problem,

one, related to lack of vehicles

but

and other

question had been raised whether several million dollars

should be allocated for the eradication of the existing foci of smallpox

in

3, 4, or 5 years, and the rest of the program abandoned, or whether it would
be wiser to continue the joint effort

and try to convince

the Governments

of

not
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smallpox

interest
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services;
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in nursing,
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dollars
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help
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since 1959.

the Interamerican
advisory services.
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an equal sum.
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In other words,
water to
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8 per cent to advisory

of health,

and other
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about

activities

the

about

persons.

In 1964, 16.4

1962,

with

Much could be done with good technical

dollars, and the Governments

of public

only

Governments

In the course of two years the Bank had granted loans

15 million

in an advisory

be eradicated.

cordial
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to
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Investments
TT,e most
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and the
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for
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2,000

nursing,
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of programs
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in addition

by Governments

with

departments;
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sanitation

Latin

environmental

services to the Ministries

special

cent to direct

laboratory
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of
cent

to schools

and so forth,

America

conducted

6.6 per

services

In

been traimed

techniques,

and similar

with the aid of the Bureau's

to the many programs
their

to general

own resources.

of that type being

,

A training

program

had just been initiated
be begun

in the other

appointed

to Zones

for defraying

concept

with

into the program

the aims of the Organization
general

program

Dr. PORTNER
the responsibility

plans.

in the Continent,

the countries

problems,

The proposed

could

that

as expressed

in the formulation
be introduced

in its Constitution

at the Ministerial

and budget

adopted

with

and in the

at the meeting

of

Level.

Committee

PASB)

remarked

to present

to the Directing

on the appropriations

priority

program

but, by and large, it was in keeping

of the Executive

have the final decision

that the

Therefore

Changes

in view

caliber

period would result

(Chief of Administration,

program

Further,

with their

of work and the recommendations

the Task Force on Health

on the proposed

of all.

for dealing

transition

and budget,

had been

were available

he was certain

their importance.

and development

to

him that the Bureau

cadres of a high intellectual

for the current
health

and funds

There were 102 universities

capacity

in keeping

were expected

in the subject

had convinced

and admiration

had a real and potential

of rational

courses

services.

of health

his opinion.

the deep respect

and budget

Three advisers

in the Hemisphere

and research

being accorded

Similar

for high ranking officers

its funds on a single problem.

situation

shared

with teaching
aroused

countries.

not concentrate

Governments

in E1 Salvador.

the cost of consultant

of the current

methodology

I, IV, and VI, respectively,

His universal
should

in planning

?o

that it was

its recommendations

Council,

which would

to be made for 1964.
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process

of
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in consultation
of

administrative

the

program.

rationalization
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In
ceiling
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contained

Governments,

main
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CE_/ll

the

new

remained

document
at

represented

an

approximately

in
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$8,560,000,

increase

5 per

to increases
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of

cent

was

FAH0 regular

9.52
due

budget

the

same

figure

per

cent

over

to

increase

costs of equipment,

in

the

as
the
the

appropriation

in OfficialDoeument_o°
budget

program

travel, supplies,

of
and

_O.

1963;
4.52

per

within-grade

cent

increments

and the like.

As to Technical
He recalled

that just before

had been received
some $800,000.
which

Assistance

reduction

showed that while

$1,179,800,

funds

was indicated on page

the amount

PAHO Regular,

Document

WHO Regular

CE_8/ll

reviewed

in a global appreciation
in Official Document

were

in 1962,

advice

being reduced

3 of Document

of TA funds received

by

CE48/11,

for 1963 was

for 1964.

the figure for the three

and WHO/TA,

it was reduced

Dr. Portner

major changes.

No. _

was not favorable.

in Minneapolis

for 1963-1964

but it would be only _975,000

In Official

Document

the situation

the Conference

that the health

That

funds,

basic categories,

had amounted to $11,011,467,

but in

to _10,375,0D0.

the changes

the character

No: 40 with those

in the Program
of the budget.
in Document

and Budget,

describing

He compared

the totals
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Reduction
a saving
the

of

of administrative

at Headquarters,

implied

increases

and other

activities.

Dr. Portner
reflected

the number

SlT0,000

changes

seminars,

of

then

throughout

the

and $250,000

namely,

touched

on the

document

personnel

those

for

review

the

field.

supplies,

of post

and was related

administrative rationalization.

in

had resulted

to

in

Some of

fellowships,

costing
the

that

process

was
of

In lieu of the former system of determining

the individual costs of each post, an average had been worked out for each
grade, which meant an improvement and simplification of the work of preparing
the budget.
The changes made were not basic changes in either the program or the
budget, and the increases in certain items were offset by reductions elsewhere.
The budget ceiling remained at _6,560,000.

As Dr. Horwitz had indicated, one of the basic principles of PAHO and
of WHO was to consider their administrative services basically

as services

for facilitating programs.

The CHAIRMANstated
oriented,

if

of how to

establish

and operation
diminish,
greatest

they

had

of their
it

was in

influence.

that

an over-all

priorities,
services,
that

aspect

if

the
view

health
of their

and a practical
many of the
that

administrations

the

were duly

activities,
approach

current

Organization

a good understanding
to

problem8
could

the

Jrganization

would probably
exercise

its

,
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Dr.
session

QUIROS (Peru)

about

the

reiterated

importance

of the

what he had said
administrative

at

the

first

rationalization

plenary
and the

advisability of the Organization also having a system of planning on all
levels.

He felt that it was essential for the national experts and those of

international organization to form a single unit.
the Organization would act as an advisory body.

In organizing joint programs
That would prevent the requests

presented not being in accord with the general policy that the Organization
must follow and with the priorities established for the various programs.
He referred to the programs with the designation AMRO, which were of the
regional type are usually covered a very limited activity such as the
organization of a seminar or a meeting.

No details of those programs were

included in the budget, nor was there any explanation of their significance
in relation with certain general objectives.

It would therefore be desirable

in future if a clear explanation were given of the need for such AF_ROprograms,
in accordance with the objectives of the organization, and if they form part
of a plan jointly established by the officials of the Organization and those
of the respective countries.

Dr. Quir6s added that in order to facilitate consideration of a program
and budget, it was advisable to submit to the meetings of the Executive
Committee some explanation of the changes that had been made in fhe Organization.
He had in mind the Office of Planning, and said it would be of interest to
learn what its function was, whether exclusively advisory to the Governments
or to the

Organization, or whether it coordinated other progr_m_ of an

international
explanation

character.
would

The same applied

make it

easier

to

to other

form a clearer

items,
idea

and such an
of the

Program

and

Budget.

Dr. HOR_{ITZ (Director,
distributing,

as had been

the

organizational

the

proposed

chart

changes

in

PASB) stated
done at

other

meetings

of PAHO, although
relation

to

the

that

the

previous

he would

not

object

to

of the

Executive

Committee,

document

presented

showed

organizational

charts

The Planning Office to which Dr. QuirSs referred, should in the first
place not be ,lnderstoodin term_ of the general work of the Organization.
It was not an executive body, nor did it formulate health plans for the
countries.

Such plans were prepared by the Governments in cooperation with

the Organization, if they so desired.
a coordinating body.

The Planning Office acted rather as

The Governments requested advice and those requests

give rise to a basic function of the Bureau, which consisted in coordinating
its planning work, the direct advisory services which it furnished to the
Goverl_nentsin order to formulate the health plans.

In the second place, there

was what might be called indirect advisory services in training planners, that
is to say, the task of collaborating in the selection of the technicians who
were to attend courses and of facilitating their participation in those
courses and their stay in the countries, all of which implied a series of
administrative actions which somebody had to perform.

In the third place,

the Office of Planning had to maintain direct relations with the international
organizations interested in development planning. Primarily that meant the
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"Committee

off Nine"

of the

covered

by the

agreement

States,

_CLA, smd the

Alliance

concluded
Inter-_nerican

for

Progress,

between

the

and the
Organization

Development

Bank,

joint

missions

of American
The Office

of

Planning also fulfilled an internal function in that the appraisal of a
national health plan implied the study of all its fundamental aspects,
which were related to the major health problems.

He had not mentioned the

word evaluation because he believed that that concerned a matter which might
be discussed when the budget was analyzed, and because he thought that the
Latin American nations had not yet arrived at that stage.

He added that the Office of Planning also had the function of
cooperating with Governments in the annual reviews, a function which
certainly would require much more time.

He indicated that it had been

decided to appoint a Chief of Planning who would assume his post about the
first of June, or July of this year; also an economist, and possibly a
statistical sociologist, along with the necessary secretariat personnel.

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) declared that the important thing was to have a
permanent system of planning that would make it possible to maintain that
dynamic process of keeping the Program and Budget abreast of the needs.
The explanation given by Dr. Horwitz regarding this Office appeared to be
very much to the point.

Regarding the participation of other professionals

in that Office, he was doubtful about the necessity of contracting for the
services of an economist, since, in many bodies, such as UNICEF,

the
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participation
though

of _ysicians

he agreed

activity

with
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had not

been well

engagement

to that

accepted,

Therefore,

of a sociologist,

of health,

he did

not

since
agree

his

with

even
field

of

recruiting

an econon_st,

Dr. WILLIAMS (United States of America) said that the progressive
development of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and its gradual improvement through the years was a source of special satisfaction to him.

He

recognized that there was still room for improving the operations and
shared Dr. Horwitz' opinion that the budget of the Organization, and the
program on which it was based, depended in the final analysis on the
requests made by the Governments.

He said that the Bureau and its staff

performed a function that might be called cae of "strategic initiative".
That strategic initiative --which consisted in bringing new advances in
medicine and public health to the countries of the
the same time exercising dynamic leadership-one of the obligations which
should carry
established
Sanitary

out

in order

in recent years

Conference,

Ministerial Level.

and a

the countries
to achieve

Americas, and at
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of
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continue

Hemisphere
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might be more than an aggregate
well-conceived

that warranted
program

which

program.

special

in the coming years.

continued

to represent

malaria

With respect

was as important

environmental

attention

the

he and

and smallpox,

and he hoped that the program

not limit

allocated

and

channel

an over-all,

forward.

assistance

of

them, he mentioned

which had been given high priority,

and that the Bureau

to

diseases,

Among

that
The

Director

in the Organization's

first to communicable

those diseases

the
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in the Americas.
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statement.
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Dr.
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its activities
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budget
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As for nutrition, Dr. Williams stressed the urgenc2 of the program
in that field, to which a considerable proportion of the funds had already beeli
devoted.

He made special mention of the problem of protein-calorie mal-

nutrition combined with infectious diseases, among which the diarrheal
diseases were probably the most important, and he expressed the hope
that the budget would suitably reflect what still needed to be done in
that area.

Referring to planning, Dr. WilliamR said that, while he recognized
that it was not a health problem but an administrative one, he agreed
that it merited greater attention in future years.

Regarding the BUreau's training program the stage had been reached
where a good nucleus of well-trained and competent executive personnel
existed in almost all the countries of the Americas.

Therefore, without

minimizing the scope of the training program, attention ought to be
concentrated on programs

for

the

training of amxiliax_

personnel - who were so urgently needed - either
within the countries, or through
means.

His

Government was

little concerned about, the

very

through

health
programs

fellowship programs or some other
much interested in, and not &

program and its financing.

Reference would

be made at the appropriate point of discussion in the Financial Report.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) remarked that the Organization was conducting programs where programs were needed, and that its work responded
to the real needs in the health field.

The Bureau had a clear picture of

'
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priorities,

requests

and

of

meeting

of

Dr.
training
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the

direction

Governments
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A study had been made of the period 1954-1962, by country and subject,
was at the disposal
program

of the members

budget just

for the years 1962,
seminars.

presented,

ants, because

Table

1963 and 1964,

As to the number

that a distribution

of the Executive

It was therefore

not to be expected
receive

of offering

a

number

at

per country, he doubted
to the number

basic public health
that the countries
of

in the draft

on fellowships
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there were some 9 or lO public health

capable
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as well as for participants
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'

proportionate to their population, since they were able to give such
training at home.

Moreover,

according

ships were awarded to professionals
on very rare occasions.

to Organization

study_

policy, no fellow-

in their own country, except

The health plans that were being prepared would

clearly show the essential

aspects for which both in-service

and training abroad were needed.

There would be a cha_

training

in the type of

fellow who studied in the northern part of the Hemisphere and the one who
came from other regions

of the world where, owing to cultural conditions,

health problems were similar to those of the Americas.

The Director
unstable

currencies

then referred to the difficulties arising from the
of certain countries, which created problems

fellow during his study period.

for the

In that regard, the Organization had had

to follow the criterion of the United Nations, which was conducting a
study on the purchasing
countries.

In general

power of such unstable currencies within the
the United Nations criterion had been satisfactory

in view of the fact that it was considered that the fellow, regardless
of his position in his home country, accepted the fellowship
purpose of studying.

As to establishing

for the

various categories of stipends,

depending on the category of the fellow, he said that that aspect had
been thoroughly studied by the Organization.
in arriving at an agreement

There had been difficulties

with the other international

which it was necessary to maintain uniform oriterLa.

agencies, with

There were also

¢_/_,
Rev. i (_.)
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,
differences
included
varied

of

in

opinion

the

about

appropriate

from country

type of stipend
wished

had been

to reopen

sufficient

--a none too simple

Dr. PORTNER
Document

CE48/11,

He compared

applied.

should

stipends.
interests

However,

Terminolog_
interfered

so that

For that reason,

a single

if the Executive

Committee

he would ask to be given
to provide

be

time to gather

a basis for a decision

task.

(Chief

of Administration,

reviewing

detailed the changes

PASB) next presented

line by line every entry

in the document.

with those of Official Document

introduced

(Nicaragua)

he had noticed

No. 4Q, and

into the various programs

remarked

salaries of Bureau personnel
Nicaragua,

fi_t

most difficult.

material

its contents

Dr. AVILES

of

and certain

the question,

background

posts

class

to country

it made the classification

the

and services.

that when he had compared the

with those paid

that the salaries

to similar

personnel

in

paid by the Organization

were lower.

Dr. HORWITZ
program

budget

in personnel
compared

contained

PASB)

and travel represented

for supplies

advisory

said that the document

a table which

with a 9.6 per cent

10.8 per cent
provided

(Director,

services,

on the

showed that the investments

72.7 per cent of all funds, as

for fellowships

and equipment.
any review

and participants

However,

since

of the remunerations

and

the Organization
would have

cram/la,Rev.1 (E_.)
Page 8_
to

be

submitted

further
staff

that

to
over

consisted

university

the

Executive

60 per
of

degree

cen_

diploma

had recently

previously

the remuneration

to recruit

technical

and the staff of

in

for

almost

solution.
65 per

that

is

to

some

special

say,

(United

been an increase

the Bureau

on the savings

reduction

of $175,368

personnel

costs

experience

and declared

international

be seen that the elimination

in salary

but that

ultimately

achieved

in the

amount

to about

an initiative

agencies.

virtually

Ne reviewed

the PAH0 experience

to the data presented

in the Zone Offices

but that a considerable

to the rationalization

the Director

a model

the
to

agencies.

of posts

could be observed

Dr. PORTNER

a

made by Dr. AvilSs

of $200.000

of international

CHAIRMAN said that according

in relation

holding

congratulated

a saving that would

in the history

by other

The

Bureau

was even lower, which had made it difficult

States of America)

on rationalization

be followed

persons

the

discipline.

40 per cent of those costs, which he considered

progress

of

personnel.

costs of administration,

unprecedented

He stated

cent,

(Peru) agreed with the statement

and said that there

Mr. HILLS

perhaps

professionals,
or a

Dr. QUIROS

Committee

increase

it could

meant a

in temporary

and he wondered whether

that was

scheme or due to other

reasons.

(Chief of Administration,

had shown that the services

PASB) explained

of temporary

personnel

that
were

indispensable,
workload

for

there

increased

were

times

tremendously

during

and

could

the
not

year
be

c 8/la,

Rev. 1

when

technical

covered

the
by

the

permanent

staff.

Dr. ORLICH
savings

achieved

(Costa Rica) also expressed
through

Dr. QUIROS
a fictitious

in medical

(Director,

explained

to add certain

proJeots

PASB),

in reply to a question

asked by

Zone III had two consultants

the post in AMRO-253

was for an adminis-

consultant.

Ecuador-20,

that that country

(United States of America)
Smallpox

eradication,

would eradicate

Dr. HORWITZ

a pertinent

proposal

whether

replied

with regard to

it was believed

that in view of the

that activities

1964 it was deemed

asked,

the disease by the end of 1964.

(Director, PASB)

number of cases it was assumed
but that if by

of

and to improve

branches.

that at present

indicated

Dr. WILLIAMS
project

it was a matter

care.

Dr. Portner
trative

it possible

of the technical

Dr. HORWITZ
Dr. Orlich,

he had been afraid lest

but he had verified that it was real, and further-

more that it had made
the operations

at the

rationalization.

(Peru) said

saving

his satisfaction

inadvisable

would be submitted

would

end by that date

to suspend

to the E_ecutive

assistance
Committee.
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Dr. QU_OS (Peru)

requested

ole_ioati_

on the health

service

of

Colombia and the dental activity indicated therein.

Dr. HORWITZ (Director, PASB) stated that that program had a special
allocation from the Kellogg Foundation for the purpose

of creating a

training center for professors of preventive dentistry at the University
of Antioquia.

The purpose was to introduce the concept of prevention into

the training of dentists.

The programs which Dr. Quir6s had referred

to would come later.

There were not enough dentists available to fill the needs
what there were, were usually attracted to private practice.

The purpose of

the courses was to provide certain basic notions on public health for
personnel working at health centers.

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) recommended that interzone projects in future
be based on a clear and precise plan.

Dr. HORWITZ

(Director, PASB) stated in reply that the program

budget would go far to solve that problem.

In future it would be easier

to understand the role played by each of the main categories of activities
--health protection, education, and so forth--within

the over-all program.

In any event, Document CE48/17 was not of the program but strictly of the
budget type, in other words, it explained the chan&_s that had occurred
since 0fficia! Document No. _

was published.

priorities of the Organization.

In

his

It gave an outline of the

opinion

the

seminars

included

in interzone projects were most useful in that theyenabled personnel

ss
working in the same field to come to an agreement about the solution of
a problem.

The work of the specialized consultants assigned to a program,

for example, that of an epidemiologist collaborating with a Government in
the campaign against co_manicable diseases in a given area, was also of
vital importance.

The difficulties of foreseeing what the difficulties

would be two years ahead and of pointing to a precise objective emphasized
the importance of an epidemiologist.

In the next program budget, which

would contain a description of the general programs with their categories
and specifications, it would be possible to have a clear view of all those
points.
ready,

In the future, when the national plans of the Governments were
the number

of intercountry

and interzone programs might possibly

diminish, since the Bureau would be in more direct contact with the
government agencies in charge of planning.

Then the general funds could

be invested in more direct and specific activities.

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) stated that he had made reference to the interzone projects and not to the programs established in the countries, for
in his opinion the latter represented a more definite form with their
specialized

consultants,

such as the nurse, the veterinarian,

the epidemiologist, and so forth.
intensify

the programs

the engineer,

He added that it would be advisable to

against smallpox

and plague.

Dr. VINTINNER (United States of America) said that he was not
certain whether there had been an increase or a decrease in fellowships
snd he would like to know whether there

was

any

information

available

Rev.
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for the whole hemisphere
of fellows

as compared

Dr. HORWITZ
Document

CE48/17

as regards

with the previous

(Director,

showed

PASB)

and the nmmber

year.

that Table VII of

and 233 short-term

at various

funds were available,

to fellowships

replied by saying

263 long-term

1964, as well am 285 participants
the necessary

funds devoted

seminars

the figures

fellowships

and meetings.

would be higher

for
If

than those

for 1962 and 1983.

The Executive

Committee

then unanimously

RESOLUTION VIII

The Executive

approved

the following

CE48.R8

Committee,

Having studied in detail the provisional
proposed Program, and Budget of the Pan American
for 1964 contained in Official Document No. 40,
thereto appearing in DoCUmen t CE48/ll, prepared

draft of the
Health Organization
with modifications
by the Director;

Considering that the XVI Pan American Sanitary Conference in
Resolution XXV recognized that the provisional draft of the Proposed
Program and Budget for 196_ appearing in Official Document No. 40
comprised well-conc eived and much needed health proJects;
Considering that the modifications appearing in Document CEqS/ll
were made after consultation with each Government and reflect the
latest known desires said requirements
to priorities
of needs;

of Governments

Considering that Document CE48/ll reflects
the administrative
management of the Organization
the introduction of work simplification; and

with due regard

great savings in
resulting from

Bearing in mind the terms of Article 14-C of the Constitution
of the Pan American Health Organization and paragraphs 3.5 and 3.6
of Article 3 of the Financial Regulations of the Pan American Health
Organization,

c_/18, _,v.1 (_.)
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RESOLVES:
1.
To submit to the XIV Nmetin8 of the Directing
Council
the Proposed
Program and Budget of the Pan American Health
Organization
for 196k, prepared
by the Director
(Offi¢i__
Document No. kO and Document CF_3/il).
·

....

_.,.

2.
To recommend
to the Directing
Gounoil that it establish the
budget level of the Pan American Health Organization for 1964
at _6,560,000.

C:_8/18, Rev,. 1 (m_'.)
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s.

Designatignof an A0tin_mm_0f
In the fourth

accordance

session,

with the provisions

of the E_ecutive

Committee,

have to be absent,
should

plenary

be designated

(Dr. Avil_s

Acting

proposed

of Rule 11 of the Rules

that, in

of Procedure

Aviles,

Chairman

Representative

of Nicaragua,

of the Meeting.

so agreed.

presided

first part of the seventh)

the Chairman

and in view of the fact that he would

Dr. Orontes

It was unanimously

_e Mee_Zn_

over the sixth plenary

session,

and the

cm6/Zs, Rev. Z

9.

F_cia.1

Report of, th_e Di,reotor

and. Report

of

_he

Exte_i Auditor for 1962
Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) presented the Financial
Report of the Director and the Report of the External Auditor for 1962,
Officia.1Dqe._i_ent
No. _,

at the fifth plenary segsion.

Financial Report of the DirectcF.

Dr. Portner said that, in accordance with the Firancial Regulations
of the Organization, the accounts and the manner in which the Organization
had met its financial obligations were to be examined by the Executive
Committee.

The speaker again emphasized the scope of the growing investment
in public health which the Governments of the Americas had made.

As a

basis for comparison, disbursements in 1961 totalled approximately
$11,OOO,OO0 from all funds, and investments in international health in
1962 totalled _13,?19,596.

The 1962 total was less than had been

anticipated, since there was a reduction of approximately one million
dollars in the funds for all activities originally planned for _he
year.
financed

There
from

was
the

a

continuing
PAHO

increase

Regular Budget

in

and

funds
an

for

increase

the

work

was

also recorded in activities charged to the PAHO Special Malaria _lmd
and the Community Water Supply Fund, as well as in projects of the
Pan American Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center and INCAP.

c 8/le,
'

Dr. Portner
obligations

gave

a general

and expenditures

P_e

appreciation

of the

of the

PAEO Regular

Fund,
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appropriation
He noted

the

situation in 1962 and made comparisons with previous years.

With regard to income, the collection of quotas had gone through
a cyclical pattern which had resulted in a surplus in odd years and a
deficit in even ones.

Everything had been done to check this tendency

and break the cycle in order to obtain a good collection of quotas in
an even year and to have sufficient funds to keep the Working Capital
Fund at the level established by the Governing Bodies and, if possible,
above that level.

At the beginning of 1962 the goal established was the

collection of 90 per cent of the outstanding quotas in 1962.

In early

November it appeared that the objective and the desired change in the
cycle would be realized.

But two major payments were not received as bad

been anticipated, in spite of promises made.

The total collections did

not reach the level desired, and current year collections for 1962 represented 76.6 per cent of the total, or slightly above the lowest level
recorded in the past five years.

Very little of the quotas in arrears had been paid, with the result
that it was necessary to limit certain phases of the program, amounting to
over $488,000, in order to reduce the deficit to the lowest possible level.
Nevertheless the deficit of $288,410 had occurred and had been covered
by the Working Capital Fund,

which,

at the beginning

of

1963,

contained a sum equal to only 23.8 per cent of the authorized budget

92
1963,

for

a very

EO per

cent.

in

countries,

the

iow

The

ministries

or

figure

had

everything

he

concluded

by speaking

Dr. Portner

Cooperation
distribution

done

payment

agencies
of

the collection

quotas

to

the

representatives
have

adopt

the
urgent

Organization.

He
of quotas

of the different

exhibits

with regard to PAHO, INOAP, and the Technical

of the OAS and called attention

to the summary

and

for stimulating
more deeply.

had expressed
and overdue

Dr. Portner

over the status

of

quotas, and said that all possibi-

and facilitating

the payment

of the quotas should

Since quotas that were two or more years overdue
for the Governing

of the WHO and other international

in particular

limiting privileges

his deep concern

it would be advisable

the experience

in that regard,

Auditqr

to the Report of the _xternal Auditor,

of current

were very serious,

would

to

concerned

made a detailed presentation

stated that the Auditor

consider

could

of

of funds.

With regard

be studied

his

level

of the program.

Report of the Externa!

lities

authorized

at length on the impact of non-payment

in the Report

Program

the

or through

for

on the prosecution

to

personally

governmental
the

comparison

Director,

measures

and schedules

in

organizations

the effect of their constitutional

and services.

assure the good financing

Bodies to

Solutions

could surely

of the program.

provisions

be found that

,

The
amounted
but

CHAIRMAN remarked

to

which

exceeded

seriousness
funds

$4,751,018

of

were

not

which
total

the

problem;

Dr. QUIROS

were not as objective

countries.

The

expenditures
of
that

in

expenditures
point

obligations
less

$288,410.

program
even

That

could

not

under

relation

to

in
would

relation

be

of

program

had not been

reasons

why certain

to

amount
the

interest,

carried
projects

in
out.

that should

of quotas.

be taken

many projects

could

to see what portion
for what reasons.

In

show

when formulating

measures

should

what

out because

be taken to selve

of

percentage

of

because

on
the

to examine
Often

the

it was said

of the reduction

of funds, a problem
of personnel,

since

staff could not be obtained.

with respect

to each project

what remained

a more realistic

the Organization's

the problem

between income

the

part

was the availability

implemented,

that way,

obtained

not

It would be necessary

to make an analysis

had been

income.

Information

Aside from the availability

not be carried

because

percentage

could not be implemented.

into account

It would be advisable

the

authorized.
to

the

of the quotas of some

but

that the reason was the need to effect economies
in collection

out

they described

collected,

order

budget,

of the External Auditor

presented

amount

1952

indicated

carried

there was an inbalance

discussion

the

authorized

exceeded

owing to delays in the payment

in

clearly

be

stated that the reports

document

the
fact

so expenditures

Undoubtedly,

incurred

than

as they should be, because

terms.

and expenditures,

total

$488,982
by

the
and

(Peru)

the

was

income

available,

in very general

that
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to be done, and

picture

budget.

could be

He added

the problem of the countries

that
that were

I
Page 9_

,

far

in

their

arrears
debts.

in

quota

payments,

A recommendation

make provision,
payment

their

within

cf their

its

for

should

economic

contributions

to

example

be made thab
and social

the

the

writing

off

each

country

ahotLld

development

international

would undoubtedly be participeting in the cmmtryls

of

plan I for

the

organizations

that

developmente

If the

budget of the Ministry of Health did not assign an adequate amount for
the payment of quotas to international organizations, it would be very
difficult to obtain it later from some other source.

A recommendation

along the lines he suggested might result in the payment of quotas.

Dr. WILLIAF_ (United States of America) said that the problem of
quota collections was closely allied to the program that the Committee had
just approved.

The difficulty in paying the quotas clearly reflected the

serious financial situation of the countries themselves.

In bringing that

serious problem to the attention of the Directing Council, it should be
pointed out that the program had to be maintained at the recommended level
if the established goals were to be reached.

That, however, would depend

entirely on the available funds.

If
the
funds

Council
that

international
members.
rise

to

the

situation

might
could

had not

deem it

necessary

be obtained

at

organizations
However,

changed

it

many problems.

that

required

was acknowledged

by the

to revise
time.
the

time
the

program

In order
active

that

the

of its

to

meeting,

in keeping
function

participation
payment

next

of

with

properly,
of all

quotas

gave

their

Page 95
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Government,
of

already

quotas

was

of

approved

the

States

during

program.

1962

and

States

in the malaria

confirmed

Colleague,
the

about

pa_nent

of

Secretariat

had

and its efforts

funds.

of the Bureau,

A much better

America)

his

the

the available

administration

by

difficulties

by the Member

to utilize

of

expressed

received

aware

income

(United

Substantial

the

concern

the

low

quotas
in

in

has

percentage

arrears.

executing

He

the

to find the best
economies

of

program

possible

had been made in the

and those savings had been transferred

balance

had been achieved between

and water supply

way

to the

expenditures

funds, as compared

and

with the previous

year.

The CHAIRMAN
pursued

by the Director

difficulties,
extent

mentioned

the policy of prudence

of the Bureau

had made it possible

possible;

that policy

and good administration

which, in spite

of financial

to carry out the programs

should receive

the support

to the greatest

of the Executive

Committee.

The

quotas

approved

budget.

its

effectively.

work

especially
Council
of

the

financial
applied

if
adopt
World

the

in

arrears

It

was

Health

Executive

article,

was

Organization
Although
it

_1,74_,182,
very

nevertheless

to

that

the

served

that

for

the

situation

recommend

one

World

30 per

for

the

would

provides
the

or

difficult

hope

Committee
similar

obligations.
that

therefore

There

a sanction

totalled

Health
as

that

the

Bureau

to

perform

be corrected,

the
7 of

failing

Assembly
a useful

of

would

Article

members

cent

Directing
the

Constitution

to meet
had

warning.

never

their

c_a/ls,
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Further,

QUIROS

a general

they

make

the

payment

quotas

in

of

had

that

their
for

that
10

per

followed

was
cent

that
had

writing

off

Finally,

not
the

the

agreed

should

quotas.

The

several

years

might

PASB)

explained

arrears

of

the

procedure,
yet

debts

made

of

to

be

the

desired

the

Governments

off

that

in

the

quota
The

that

for
had

had

in part.

1962

one

for

it

of

each
Health

Although

result,

that

programs

World

one.

1 (_g.)

expressed.

countries

written

arrears.
a similar

opinion

development

certain

to pay

in
or

produced

the

and social

agreed

quotas

with

be

economic

in

same

he

their

HORWITZ (Director,

unfortunately
than

in

arrears

Governments
and

said

recommendation

provision

Dr.

year

(Peru)

_.

the
current
Organization

that

was more

procedure
effective

debt.

Committee

unanimously

approved

the

following

1

RESOLUTION

The

Executive

, CE48.R9

IX

Committee,

Having
examined
the Financial
the Report
of the External
Auditor
the Pan American
Health
Organization
(Official Document No. 46);
Considering
of quotas
collected
twelve
years;

on

Report
of the Director
and
the status
of quotas
of
for the 1962 fiscal
year

that,
with
the exception
in 1962 is the lowest

of 1960, the percentage
recorded
in the past

Mindful
of the fact
that,
on a number of occasions,
the
Member Governments
that
have
quotas
in arrears
have been urged
pay them as soon as possible
in order
to assure
the normal
development
of the activities
of the Organization;

to

Observing
that
the expenditures
recommended
in the resolution
on allocations
are necessary
in order
to attain
the objectives
established
for the improvement
of the health
of the people
of
the Americas;

Rev.
1
'
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Considering
that
the External
Auditor
states
in his report
that
"Since
arrears
of two or more years
are the most serious
t it
might
be advisable
for the Governing
Bodies
to consider
the
experience
of WHO and other
international
organizations,
including
the effect
of their
constitutional
provisions
making possible
the
limitation of privileges and services";
Mindful
also
of the fact
that
Article
? of the Constitution
of the World Health
Organization
establishes
that
"If a Member
fails
to meet its
financial
obligations
to the Organization
cr
or in
other
exceptional
circumstances,
the Health
Assembly
may,
on such
conditions
as it thinks
proper,
suspend
the voting
privileges
and services
to which a Member is entitled.
The Health
Assembly
shall
and services";

have
and

Mindful
meeting,

of

the

the

authority

opinions

to

restore

expressed

such

during

voting

the

privileges

current

RESOLVES:
1.
To take
note
of the Financial
and the Report
of the External
Auditor
(Official
Document
No. 46),
and transmit
Council at its XIV Meeting.

for

Report
of the Director
the 1962 fiscal
year
them to the Directing

2.
To bring to the attention of the Directing Council
the provisions
of Article 7 of the Constitution of the World
Health Organization
and recommend that it study the possibility
of incorporating
similar provisions in the Constitution of the
PAHO, in accordance with the recommendation
of the External
Auditor.
3.
To urge Governments
pay them as soon as possible.

that have outstanding

quotas to

4.
To confirm the policy of prudent administration
followed by the Director to the effect that if the Organization
does not have necessary funds provided by the quotas avsilable
when needed,
it may be necessary
to make reductions
in the
program
in keeping
with the available
cash
funds.
5.
To urge
the Director
to
to all
Governments
and invite
them
development
plans,
for the payment
iht ernational organizations.

transmit
to make
of their

this
resolution
provision,
in
contributions

their
to
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Dr. POR_
Document

(Chief

CE_8/14

of the current
in arrears.

on

the

year

Since

quota.

1 January

$25,729

That amount

received.

of Health

of the countries

explaining

proposed

on the item,

study,

which

was

additional

represented

an
to _he 1963

Capital Fund as of

the situation

he stated that

in 1963,

contributions

in

the situation

year at the same time.

that, in addition

to the

a letter be sent to the Ministers

which were in arrears

the situation

under

20 per cent of the quota

than in the preceding

to be adopted

$2,217,191

would be applied

reviewed

In conclusion,

resolution

of which

of the Working

Dr. Portner

Dr. AVILES (Nicaragua)

quotas

that the sum due at the beginning

of which, however,

and said that to date $433,508,or

better

PASB), in presenting

of the document

that the balance

was $1,418,649.

was somewhat

i

to $7,752,817.45,

made by one country.

arrears, had been

_ 11i

item, stated

the preparation

He recalled

_:

of Administration,

amounted

funds had been received,
overpayment

_'"-"

such delays

in the payment of their
created

for the

Organization.

It was so agreed.

Dr. QUIROS
since one country

(Peru) stated that it was necessary

to emphasize that

paid 66 per cent of the Budget of the Organization,

contributions

of the other

they obtained

from the Organization

of the Organization's

countries

relations

with

were very
directly,

small compared
or indirectly

other international

the

with what

as a result

institutions.

c a/la, ev.1
Page

Dr. HORWITZ
program

budget

(Director,

confirmed

that, in 1962, only

PAEB)

what Dr.

emphasized

Qu_r6s had

contributions

Health Organization,

and two-thirds
that currently

Organization

annually

invested

paid through

the

direct
paid

such a measure
continent,

would

in the Pan American

Sanitary

of the Governments,

and

had

be useful

tried to increase

enterprise.

as had been noted

the

Bureau were

that, of those,

The remainder

came from various

since

for the advancement

was a common

been paid by one

about half the funds which

by one Government.

the Bureau

which

as such, since,

quotas

of the Pan American

of that amount had

He added

allotmer,ts, which

That table showed

of the Governments

Government.

were

said.

I of the draft

36.4 per cent of the total of the funds expended

came from the direct

two-thirds

that Table

it deemed

of health

The Governments

on various occasions,

that

on the

should see it

health knew no

frontiers.

Dr. WILLIAMS
the record.
stated

Though

meeting

of quota

and submit

to stimulate
tributions,

contributions

in meeting

Executive

Board

to accept

contributions

value

session

to the Director

on what measures

and full installments

other

passed a resolution
in certain

Directing

of current

study
Council

quota

to assist

the

concoun-

One possible procedure

of the payment

of some part

He noted that WHO at its

authorizing

currencies

should

he

might be undertaken

which might be used

than dollars.

for

to the resolution,

then and the

is the introduction

a suggestion

the Director

their quota payments.

in currencies

He stated

between

ways and means

might be considered

currencies.

delegation,

report

of arrears

including

of contributions

no further amendment

of his

a detailed

payment

tries in arrears

States of America) then made

he proposed

that, in the opinion

the problem

which

(United

other than

the Director-General
fully convertible

that the U. N. study on the same problem might be of
in the preparation

of his report.
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Dr. HORWITZ (Director, PASB) expressed his agreement with the
proposal of the Representative of the United States of America, amd
declared that a document describing methods for facilitating the payment
of quotas in accordance with the conditions and financial
country would be prepared for the Directing Council.

system

of each

He explained that

the Executive Board of the World Health Organization allowed a certain
amount of the quotas to be paid in the currency of the country in which
the Regional Office was established.
possibility

It would be possible to explore the

of each Government paying a certain amount in foreign exchange

derived from its trade with other countries.
made some payments

Furthermore,

the Organization

in local currency in certain countries, and those

countries might possibly pay part of their quotas in their own currency.
Ne concluded by stating that, in any case, the solution would depend upon
the economic condition of each country.

The Committee unanimously

adopted the following

RESOLUTION X

CE48.R10.

The Executive Committee,
Having examined the report of the Director on the collection
of quota contributions (Document CE48/14); and
Considering that the Pan American Health Organization
continues to be faced with financial problems, owing to the
large amount of quotas in arrears,

,
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RESOLVES:

of the

1.
To take note of
collection
of quota

the report
of the Director
on the
contributions
(Document GE_8/i_).

status

2. To urge the Governments whose quota contributions are in
arrears to pay them as soon as possible in order to ensure the normal
development of the Organization's activities.

,

11.

Amendments to theStaff

Dr.
on the

item

Director

in

for

PORTNER (Chief
at the
the

sixth

Staff

confirmation,

in
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,l_,,es of the, _

Amr$can

of Administration,
plenary

Rules

session.

were

accordance

being
with

_tary

PASB) presented
The amendments

submitted

to

the provisions

the

_au

Document

CE,8/9

made by the
Executive

of Staff

Rule

Committee
030.

The

Director-Qeneral of the World Health Organization had introduced similar
changes in the WHO Staff Rules and they had been confirmed by the Executive
Board at its Thirty-first Session held in January 1963.

He commented on the pattern of uniformity that existed in matters
of conditions of employment, since the Pan American Sanitary

Bureau fol-

lowed as closely as possible the action taken by WHO, which was guided in
turn by the decisions of the United Nations,

Dr. Portner then proceeded to explain in detail the changes
introduced into Staff Rules 210, 265, 270, 320, 650, 670, 710, 730, ?40,
820, and 980, and

the reasons for the ohanges.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) stated that the changes proposed were the
result of the desire to bring the Staff Rules of the Pan American Sanitary
Bureau up-to-date, and that, since the Bareau had a similar mission to that
of the World Health Organization, which had amended its Staff Rules in the
manner proposed in the document under consideration, the proposed amendments
deserved to be approved by the Committee.

s-taff

Dr. QUIROS (Peru), oommenting on the situation of

Headquarters

with

their

respect

to

the

university

education

of

children,

o8/la,

noted
be paid

that,

according

when the

the country

child

to Staff
of

Rule 255(d)

the offioial

the education

or area of assi_ent.

attended

Rev.1

gramt would not

a maiversity

That was an anomaly,

located

since

it

in

was

precisely then that the official needed help the moat, above all in the
United States of America, where education was very expensive.

If the

Official sent his child to study in E_rope, outside his country of origin
or his duty station, he was entitled to the grant, but he did not receive
it if he wished to keep his child with the family.

That situation was

contrary to the principles of the Organization, _,ely,

to provide a good

education for the children and to favor the work of the officials.
Dr. Quir_s, supported by Dr. Vidovich proposed that the Directing Council
be requested to nullify paragraph (d) of Staff Rule 255.5.

Dr. WILLIA_

(United States of America) stated that the remarks

made by the Representative of Peru appeared to him to be pertinent, and
that he supported them and requested clarification with regard to the matter which had been discussed.

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) in reply to the points
raised, stated that the revision referred to came into force in the
preceding year.

The education grant

had

been

establishe_

for

the

purpose of making it possible for the children of expatriate staff members
to return to their home countries to study and to reestablish a close and
continuing link with the national
other developments.

In the earlier

culture

including

stages, the

intellectual

practice had been

and
to

c 8/18, Rev..1,
,

give
but

parents
that

a grant

had led

staff

for

their

members

children
to

allege
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to return
that

there

home to attend
were

instances

school,
where

the institutions of higher learning were not adequate enough for their
children to attend.

They had therefore requested that the rule be qualified

to perm_ their children to attend a school where the curriculum and content
were more in keeping with the culture and background of their own countries.
However, that opportunity had a number of restrictions and qualifications
to be complied with: clearance had to be obtained by the Director-General
of WHO and the curriculum data on schools proposed had to be studied and
approved

by Geneva.

He went on to say that the revision had, in a sense, been an executive
or administrative device whereby the agencies were following the will of the
Governing Bodies, whose purpose was to bring the children of expatriate
staff members close to their home country, particularly at the higher
educational level.

After many discussions, the CCAQ had finally submitted

to the arguments presented,and authorization had been granted for the
revision to the effect that an educational grant should not be paid for attendance at a university situated in the country or area of the duty
station.

As for presenting the matter to the International Civil Service
Advisory Board, he suggested that WHO be informed of the Executive Committee's deliberations and that the matter be discussed at length with WHO,
in an effort to obtain action on the point, and that the results be
incorporated in a report to be presented by the Director at a later date.

o a/18,Rev.1
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Mr. HILI_ (United States of America) stated that his Government
was very well aware of the variations that exist in the rules of the
various agencies and would like $o bring about an elimination of those
inequities.

As a result, initiative had al_ead_rbeen taken at the United

Nations to expand the functions of *.heInternational Civil Service Advisory
Board.

He therefore felt that prior to any revision in the rules the

matter might be presented to the Board since it was in a much better
position to make a recommendation on the matter.

He emphasized that that

was a matter of considerable importance and the Government of the United
States of America was interested in the welfare of the staff enough to
wish to bring to bear a truly objective body to review all aspects of
changes in staff benefits and emoluments to ensure the most equitable
arrangements under the common system.

Dr. HORWITZ

(Director, PASB) explained that the proposal of Dr.

Quir_s was not included in the changes in the Staff Rules presented for
consideration

by the Committee;

however, every member of the _"ommittee

was entitled to propose a change in the Staff Rules at any time.
added that experience

He

has shown that the relations of international

persormel

were more complex than those of the officials who served in their own
country.

Dr. Horwitz emphasized that the criteria of the Bureau consisted

in providing personnel

with the greatest possible amount of facilities.

Although the Executive Committee was sovereign and could take any decision
it wished, perhaps it would be preferable for the Bureau to prepare a
document for submission
decision which might

to the next meeting in order to avoid a precipitate

harm some officials and favor others.

,

Finally,

the

Executive

Committee

Page 1.136

unanimously

RESOLUTIONXI

The Executive

American
presented

approved

the followir_g

CE48.R11

Committee,

Having examined the amendments to the Staff
Rules of the
Sanitary
Bateau,
as set forth
in the Annex to Do.merit
by the Director;
and
Considering

the provisions

of Staff

Rule

030,

RESOLVES:
To confirm
the amendments
to the Staff Rules of the Pan
American
Sanitary
Bureau,
as presented
by the Director
in the
Annex to Document CE48/9.

Pan
0E48/9

C_/18,
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Procurement Services to C0ver_ent s of the 0rga_ization

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Admiuistration, PASB) presented Document 0F_8/2
on the item.

Ne recalled that the 46th Meeting of the Executive Committee,

in Resolution X, had taken note of the report of the Director on the
procurement services provided by PASB to the Governments.

It also requested

him to remind the Governments of the existence of those services, to bring
to their attention the procedures and methods used by the Bureau in
meeting their requests in the matter of the price and quality of products,
and to invite them to state whether they were interested in continuing
to use those service.-..The Director had also been asked to review the
operation of the procurement services and, in accordance with the replies
from the Governments, to submit a report on the matter to the 48th Meeting
of the _ecutive

Committee.

Pursuant to that resolution, letters had been sent to all the
Governments requesting their comments on the merit of continuing the service.
_ne procurement services had been established in 1951, under Resolution XXIX
of the V Meeting of the Directing Council,

essentially for the purpose

of assisting the Governments in the earlier days

when there was extra-

ordinary difficulty in obtaining DDT, penicillin, isotopes, and other
items.

Since that time the situation had changed markedly,

shipping and

other controls had long been abandoned, and it would appear that there
was currently much less need for that type of service.

As was pointed out

last year, there had been a steady decline in the volume of actual purchases
on behalf of the Governments from a high point of more than $2.6 million

c/la,

Rev. 1
los

in 1952 to a low point
(to $231,907),
trend.

but

of $113,929

that

figure

There had also

quotations

prepared

were

the

lowest

ment

services

in 1961.

did not indicate

been a distinct
at the request

ever
for

recorded.

Governments

In 1962 there
any radical

downturn

in the dollar

of Governments,
On the

was a moderate

other

had represented

change

in the downward

value

of the proforma

and the figures

hand,

the

inorease

burden

in 1960 and 1961
of procure-

from 30 to 35 per

the workload of the PASB Supply Office in the last three years.

cent

of

The

cost of such services to the Governments, including the time of the
personnel

of

the

Supply

averaged around $40,000

and

Finance

Offices and

per annum _;ringthose years.

the revenue to the Organization

common

services,

At the same time

from the 3 per cent procurement charge

declined from $23,663 in 1959 to $3,418 in 1961, as a result of the
considerable

reduction

in purchases.

To date only about one half of the Governments had replied to the
Director's letter on the subject, and the response was as yet not
indicative of whether the procurement services were

eonsidered useful

and necessary by the Governments and should be continued.

In bringing the situation as fully set forth in the working documents,
to

the

attention

of

the

Executive

Committee,

the Bureau

was a_king

for

the

Com_m_ttee'sguidance on the role of the PASB procurement serv_oes in the
future.
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'
Dr.

QUIROS (Peru)

to be carefully
used
In his

owing

said

examined.

to difficulties

own country

that

Dr.

Portner's

The procurement
caused

when purchases

service

by national
exceeded

to be submitted to public bidding.

clear

statement

had

laws
a certain

possibly

covering
amount,

deserved
not been

procurement.
they

had

A Financial Board of the Ministry

then had to study the bids and decide on the most favorable, a procedure
that hindered large-scale
Bureau's procurement

purchases.

In order to be effective, the

service should therefore be limited to emergency

purchases or the purchase of certain low priced articles.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) said that DocumentCE48/2 brought up to date
a matter which, as Dr. Portnerhad mentioned,was amply discussed at the
46th Meeting of the Committee.
services had been underlined

At that meeting the importance of the procurement
because it enabled the health ministries to obtain

articles that were not available in their countries.

On the other hand,

it had to be borne in mind that to maintain the service caused the
Bureau expenses and administrative

complications

since it required

the

maintenance by the Bureau of a service that called for a structure,
functions, time, and attention and considerable responsibility, eSpedially
as regards prices in the proforma quotations Dr. Portner had mentioned.

At the 46th Meeting of the Executive Committee it had been
suggested that the Governments should be consulted on the matter and to
date some of them had not yet replied.

To his mind the procurement

service was useful, especially for emergency purchases, as Dr. Quir6s had

CE/18, Rev. 1
no

,
pointed
was that
reason
repeated

out,
they

and

the

that

made purchases

he would
in

proof

propose

order

through

that

to learn

some Governments
it,

however

the consultation
the opinion

of all

with

were

interested

in it

limited.

For

that

the

Oovermments

Member Countries

be

of the

O_ganfzation about the advisability of maintaining the service.

Mr. HILLS (United States of America) said his country, in response
to the Director's letter on PASB procurement service, had expressed the
opinion that, in view of the decline in actual purchases, there appeared
to be no continuing evidence of the need for that service.

The service

had been created 12 years before, on the ground that some Governments
did not have the facilities or experience to undertake massive procurement
and that PASB could assist them in that regard.

It was a principle

that the service should be self-supporting,and a 3 per cent service
charge was therefore

established

to finance the service.

In some countries

the situation had evolved to the point where they were able to undertake
such procurement

themselves. Moreover, the service was currently

costing some $40_000 to operate while the income in terms of commissions
was in the range of $3,000 to $9,000, so that the service was no

longer

paying for itself and therefore not meeting the original principle on
which it was established.

In terms of the administrative rationalization,

the Director' s philosophy

of making savings on administration

possible and transferring

them to field programs certainly had a bearing

on the continuation

or elimination of the procurement

service.

wherever

'
He had been
remarks

on the residual

purchases

of items

whether

it

service

to meet

staff

very

would

required

had been

set

much interested
need

be possible

to

run

such
the

in some of the

of some countries

in difficult

only

P_

supply
to cut

occasional
service

up when two million

for

Representatives

mak_-_

the

level

or exceptional
would

dollars

thus

worth

nature,

of operations

and
of

procurement.

be reduced
of goods

t

exceptional

or of an emergency

back
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from

that

were

being

on

the

The
which

supplied each year to a level necessary to meet those minimum purchasing
needs.

In that way, it would perhaps be possible to return to the

principle of the service paying for itself, while still filling the
residual needs of the Governments.

Dr. QUIRO8 (Peru) said that perhaps letters could be sent again to
those Governments that had not yet replied, giving a deadline for them to
meet and indicating that if they did not reply before the next meeting of
the Directing Council, the service would be discontinued.

The Executive

Committee might also ask the Director to study the establishment of a far
more modest system, which solution might then be submitted to the Directing
Council.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN referred to the figures appearing in the second
column of the table in the document, which clearly showed that whereas the
volume of purchases had gone from $1,434,634 in 1951 to $2,66_,50D in 1952,
it had progressively

decreased from that year on until by 1962 it reached

the sum of $231,9D7 or only 21 per cent of the proforma dollar invoices
submitted

for such purchases.

'
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Aside from the business aspect, and in view of the staz_int

of theBureau and

the criterion of administrative rationalizationadopted at the meeting,if the
procurement service was costing an average of _40,00Gper annum and iucQmeranged
only between $22,653 in 1959 to $3,_18 in 1961, it was evident that the
service should be eliminated.
30

per cent of

He further pointed out that leas

than

the Governments had replied to the Bureau's inquiry.

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) remarked that some time ago UNICEF had been
consulted about the possibility of it taking on the procurement service.
However, since that agency was not prepared to do it, perhaps an arrangement
could be made with it to the effect that purchase requests be made through
the Bureau and that UNICEF would attend to them.

Dr. 0LGUIN (Argentina) reiterated his original proposal to the
effect that the Oovernments be consulted once more, and in any case the
Director of the Bureau could be asked to study the possibility of a
procedure such as had been suggested, in which another agency, such as
UNICEF, would intervene.

But he believed that the essential point was

first to learn the opinion of all the _overnments since not all of them
had expressed it.

It was agreed to appoint a working party composed of Dr. 01guin,
Dr. Quiros, and Mr. Hills, to prepare a draft resolution on the
taking into account all the opinions expressed.

item

,

The Working
upon

the Executive

Party

did

Committee

c

so and presented
unanimously

approved

P_ESOLOTIONXII

The Executive

Commi

its

draft
the

a/zs,
Re,.z

text,

where-

followir_

CE48.R12

tree,

Having considered
the report
of the Director
on the
procurement
service
to Governments,
which shows that its high
cost of $40,000
a year does not justify
its operation
in the
manner in which it is being conducted,
when this
cost is
compared with the amount of purchases
(which in 1962 amounted
to only $231,907);
Considering that on the other hand it is proper to provide
the Member Governments with facilities for purchasing essential
supplies in emergency health situations
Bearing in mind that the Pan American Sanitary Bureau
must have the necessary services for purchasing supplies, equipment, drugs, among other items, which by request of the World
Health Organization have to be bought in the Americas; and
In view of the fact that this service must supply what
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau requires for its customary
activities,
RESOLVES.
1. To take note ef the Report of the Director on procurement
services to Governments (Document CE_8/2).
2. To request the Director to study this matter, and
especially the possibility of operating a limited service that
is in accordance with the general lines set forth in this
resolution.
3. To invite the Director to take the necessary steps to
make arrangements with UNICEF or with other organizations to
provide procurement services for the Governments on the best
possible terms.

CZ_JLS, Rev.1 (aag.)
_
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'
13.

Preliminary

Draft

Agenda

fo..r,, the._.__'V Meetin__of_

the

D!rec, t,..___ Oo,un.o._L1,

_ Meet_ of-the_e_o._.C_mm!ttee
otthe WHO for._,_er!c_

Dr. SUTTER (Assistant Director, PASB),on presenting Document CF_B/15,
stated that the Constitution of the Organization provides "that the provisional agenda of the Council shall be prepared by the Director of the Bureau
and submitted to the Executive Committee for approval."

In conformity

with that constitutional provision the Director had presented Document CD14/1,
Preliminary Draft Agenda of the XIV Meeting of the Directing Council,
X7 Meeting of the WHO Regional Committee for the Americas.

Dr. Surfer

then read the draft agenda.

Dr. WILLIA_

(United States of Amerioa) said that seeing

that the

recent meeting of the Task Force on Health at the Ministerial Level had
laid great emphasis on the establishment of a special rural welfare fund,
it might be advisable to include an item on that subject in the draft
agenda of the XIlfDirecting Council Meeting.

Dr. QUIRO3 (Peru) and Dr. OI_U_

(Argentina) supported Dr. Williams'

proposal.

Dr. HORWITZ (Director, PASB) said that the letter the President of the
Task Force meeting had sent to him, requesting him to transmit the Final
Report of that meeting to the Secretary 0eneral of the Organization of
American States, he had also asked him to inform the Secretary General of
the OAS of the Task Force's desire that its recommendations be included
in the agenda of the XIV Meeting of the Directing Council, so that that
Governing Body might determine whether or not the principles contained in

Page
the

recommendations

could

be tra_mfo_e_

into

resolutionB

115
of

_he

Directing Council itself and thereby become basic guidelines for the
Pan American Health Organization.

It was therefore possible that the

approved recommendations would be included in the draft agenda of the
Council.

Any changes in the agenda that such inclusion give rise to

would of course be introduced into it before the working documents were
sent to the _overnments.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN proposed that thedraft agenda for the XIV Directing
Council Meeting izclude an item on the specialrural welfare fun_ in accordance with the suggestions made by the Representative of the United
States of America, as well as an item on the recommendations of the
meetin_ of the Task Force on Health at the Ministerial Level.

The Committee unanimously approved the following

RESOLUTION XIII

CE48.R13

The Executive Committee,
_aving examined the preliminary draft agenda (Document CD14/1)
prepared by the Director of the Bureau for the XIV Meeting of the
Directing Council, XV Meeting of the Restonal Committee of the
World Health Organization for the Americas; and
Considering that Article 12-0 of the Constitution provides
that "the provisional agenda of the Council shall be prepared by
the Director of the Bureau and submitted to the Executive Committee
for approval", and that, in accordance with the provisions in force,
the Governments may propose any additions to the agenda they wish
the Directing Council to consider,

c8/18, Rev.1

RES OLVES:
1.
To approve the preliminary draft agenda prepared by
the Director (Document CD14/1) for the XIV Meeting of the
Directing Council, XV Meeting of the Regional Committee of the
World Health Organization for the Americas.
2.
To include in the draft agenda an item on
establishment of a rural welfare fund°

the

3.
To urge the Director, in the presentation of Item 13,
"Task Force on Health at the Ministerial Level", to include a
special indication of the importance of the recommendations
formulated at that meeting on rural sanitation and community water
supply.
4.
To authorize the Director to include in the abovementioned draft agenda any new items that may be proposed by the
Governments and by organizations entitled to propose agenda items.

i
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14.

Technica! Discussions duringthe

XIV Meeting of the DiregtingCouncil

Dr. BICA (Chief, Communicable Disease Branch, PASB) recalled that
the XVI Pan American Sanitary Conference had selected the following
topic for the Technical Discussions at the next meeting of the Directing
Council:

"Ideas for the formulation of a plan for the control of gastro-

intestinal diseases, including environmental sanitation measures,
epidemiology, health education, and early diagnosis and treatment."

Tha2 topic had already been studied on several occasions by the
Bureau; for the first time at the Technical Discussions during the
XV Pan American Sanitary Conference in 1954, under the title "Control of
infant diarrheas in the light of recent scientific progress";

subse-

quently,the statistical, epidemiological, diagnostic, and treatment
aspects were thoroughly examined at three seminars held at Santiago,
Chile, in November 1956; Tehuac_,

Mexico, in July 1957; and Recife,

Brazil, in November 1959.

In order to avoid repetitions and to limit the
Discussions

to the most

recent

advances in

Technical

the control

of

those

diseases, the Director of the Bureau had decided to invite a group of
specialists in that field to study the most suitable manner of presenting
the topic.

That group had been composed of the following persons:

Dr. Albert Hardy, Assistant Director of the Department of Health of the
State of Florida; Dr. Melvin Goodwin, of the Communicable Disease Center,
Phoenix, Arizona; Dr. John Gordon, School of Public Health of Harvard
University; Dr. Viola Young, of the National Institutes of Health;

¢8/le,

Mr.

Donald

Georgia;

Schliessman,

and Mr.

of Venezuela.

_e

Nicolas

of

the Communicable

Nierguez,

1 (l.g.)
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Disease

of the Ministry

Center,
of Health

Atlanta,
and Welfare

following were also invited but were unable to attend for

reasons beyond their control:

Dr. Nelson Ordway, Professor of Pediatrics,

Yale University; Dr. Myron Wegman, Director of the School of Public
Health, University of Michigan; and Dr. James Watt, Director of the
Division of International Health, United States Public Health Service.

The first concern of the group had been to define more precisely
the topic for discussion, since if the gastro-intestinal diseases were
taken in the broadest sense, it might prove difficult to arrive at
concrete results in the Technical Discussions.

The group recommended,

after lengthy deliberation, that no consideration should be given to
chronic enteric diseases

or to some acute diseases of the digestive

tract whose clinical manifestations were localized in other organs or
were generalized.

It suggested that the Technical Discussions should

be limited to the study of the acute infant diarrheas, one of the most
important public health problems in the Americas.

The group then went

on to consider in what major respects the status of the problem may have
changed, namely:

coordinated planning of the control of diarrheas and

enteritis; the studies made by Gordon and collaborators in INCAP, and
those of Goodwin and collaborators at the Communicable Disease Center
in Phoenix, Arizona, which were aimed at developing a more accurate
definition of the epidemiological aspects of the problemj and additional
information obtained on etiologic agents (E. coli enteropathogens, viruses,
and multiple infections), especially those stressed by Dr. Young and
other authors.

t x. 1 Cns.)
'

The group

also

discussed
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the relationship

between

malnutrition

and diarrheas, which was demonstrated, especially daring the weaning
period, by the studies made by Dr. Gordon in India and in Guatemala.
._nimportant part of the solution of

the problem must be sought in

rural sanitation programs (chiefly water supply), for the execution of
which it would be possible to obtain funds from the Alliance for Progress.

Finally, the group had recommended that four papers be prepared
for the Technical Discussions in the Directing Council:
to cover the basic epidemiological

the first,

aspects of infant diarrheas;

second, a study on the environmental

sanitation

aspects;

the

the

third, a study on the cooperation of the maternal and child health
services in the control of infant diarrheas; and the fourth, dealing
with research.

There was no common agreement, however, on the inclusion

of the fourth paper.

Dr. Bica said he believed that it might be better

to include the part on research in each of the other three papers.

In conclusion, Dr. Bica suggested that the Teclmical Discussions
be led by a panel composed of the authors of the three papers and other
experts, such as Dr. Hardy, Dr. Goodwin, and Dr. Young.

Dr. HORWITZ (Director, PASB) stated that, according to the Rules
for the Technical Discussions, the Bureau was authorized to organize
them keeping to the spirit and letter of the topic selected, to prepare
the basic documentation for them, and to contract for the services of
one or more consultants.

The next Directing Council meeting would be

,
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especially significant, since it would surely confirm and transform the
recommendations of the Task Force on Health at the Ministerial Level
into policy, and that would make the Technical Discussions of practical
value for the entire Hemisphere.

The Director
recommendations

suggested

that in the Technical Discussions

the

made at the recent meeting of the Task Force on Health

should be taken into account, and that the discussions

should be oriented

toward the adoption of practical measures that could readily be applied
in rural areas

where there was a shortage of technical facilities.

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) expressed his satisfaction at the statements
made by Dr. Bica and by Dr. Horwitz.
of highly qualified

He believed that the presence

experts at the Technical Discussions would add

greatly to their value.

The ACTING CHA!!qMANthanked Dr. Rica and Dr. Horwitz for the
information they had given.
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Committee,

Having examined the report of the Director (Dooument CE48/16)
on the preparations for the XIV Meeting of the Directing Council,
XV Meeting of the Regional Committee of the WHO, and the 49th Meeting
of the Executive
Committee,

RESOLVES:

1. To take note of the report of the Director on the
XIV Meeting of the Directing Council, XV Meeting of the _0 Regional
Committee, and the 49th Meeting of the Executive Committee.

2.
authorize

To approve
the
him to convoke

steps
taken
the Council

by the Director
and to
to meet from 16 to 27 September.
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the, Ame,r!c,.as From ,the_Point
-

of View
--

Dr. SUTTER (Assistant Director, PASB) presented Document CEqS/21
entitled "The Problems of Nutrition in the Americas from the Point of
View of Consumption", which contained data on food consumption in the
Americas as compared t_ithfoof produotion,for the purpose of evaluating
the state of nutrition of the populations in the continent.

The production

of food supplies available for human consumption was influenced by a
series of factors such as the national economic policy, wastage and storage
losses, and certain procedures, such as milling.

Dr. Sutter mentioned a recent publication which presented the
results of nutrition surveys made in 21 countries and added that thanks
to the efforts of such international agencies as FAO and INCAP there was
already a tendency to standardize the method of consumption surveys.

In

1962 FAO had published a Manual on household food consumption surveys
for the purpose of establishing standards that would make it possible to
obtain comparative data.

The analysis of such data had been greatly

simplified by the food tables prepared for Latin America by ICNND and
INCAP in 1961.

A glance at the table entitled "Comparative Data on Food

Availability and Food Consumption, Around 1958", which appeared on page
5 of the document showed clearly that daily per capita food consumption
was far below the daily per capita food availability, and that while the
total calories available per country were close to established caloric
requirements, food consumption surveys had indicated a considerable
deficit.
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subject

to a certain

amount

because

food production

of error.

The assumption

was often made

was droppiag t food coasumption

was also dropping.

He had noted the inclusion, in some of the tables, of food production
from countries
agricultural,

which were on the point of converting
agrarian

economy

it was not too surprising
drop.
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In order to stimulate private industry to m_nufacture the

product, use would also be made of popular food programs for workers or
employee groups through national canteens, and the canteens of the armed
forces, hospitals, and so forth.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) emphasized the importance of the nutrition
problem which was of recognized significance within the general health
picture in the Americas.

Nutrition was a very complex problem, and it

was incumbent on all concerned, especially international organizations,
to solve it.

Consumption, a clear indicator of the causes of the

nutritional situation, was determined by educational, economic, technological and other factors.

A study of the nutrition problem in a given

area required indices that would make it possible to appraise the current
status of the problem, the factors that influenced it, and the most
important aspects needed for its solution.
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The figures given indicated that the enormous population growth
affected consumption, and that the production of certain foodstuffs had
declined in some countries.

The importance of mechanization for agri-

cultu_-ewas noted.

The problem was highly complex.

Its solution hinged on the constant

study by countries of the availability of food.

That could be accomplished

by making surveys on production and consumption, investigating shortages,
determining a nutritional technique, the status of malnutrition, and
biotypes, along with the coordination and rationalization of means in the
national and international spheres.

It was therefore highly important to establish a national and
international policy that would take account of all the facts, especially
those related to transport, food preservation, etc., with the collaboration
of the World Health Organization,

the Bureau, and FAO.

The ACTING CHALR__AN explained the relationship between production
and consumption,

which had economic as well as social repercussions

on

health.

Before some foods became consumption goods, they were intermediate
goods, as was the case with flour.

The industrialization

of food

production caused economic repercussions because the countries that produced
non-exportable

consumption

foods

avoided

foreign exchange losses,

since

many countries invested much money for canned foods, and even countries that
produced milk imported canned milk.

Therefore, the production-consumption

CF_S/18.Rev. 1 (_0_.)
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The importance of voluntary

collaboration had been underestimated in Latin America.

Nutrition programs

should be organized at the local level, staffed by auxiliary employees
trained in the basic techniques of food distribution, with technical supervisors who had the proper public health education.

The recommendation

formulated by the Meeting of Ministers was interpreted to mean that the
Ministries of Health should participate actively in the planning and development of nutrition programs and that nutrition should be effectively
integrated in health programs so that it would become a basic service at
the local level.

The greatest importance should be given to the practical

application of current knowledge regarding the best distribution of what
a country produced or received.

Foods from abroad generously contributed

by governments or philanthropic institutions did not always benefit the most
vulnerable groups of the population because there was no real distribution
policy.

The distribution of those foods in hospitals, maternal and child

health clinics, or other establishments that already had salaried personnel who could tsd_echarge of such work should replace the hit-or-miss
distribution of the past, a very costly procedure.

In accordance

with

the policy of the Organization, a Joint mission from the Inter-American
Development Bank and the Pan American Health Organization was collaborating
with the Governments of Bolivia and Peru in selecting an area in each
country for the simultaneous

execution

of programs of agricultural

promotion,

livestock improvement, and rural welfare; in short, a program of health
and

economic

endeavoring to

development.
comply

That

was a proof

with the general

that the

mandate

of

Bureau was
the
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RESOLUTION XV

The Executive

incorporated

neceesary

evaluated

would be applied

part of the activities

Finally,

should

the following

CE48.R15

Committee,

Having examined the report of the Director on the problems
of nutrition in the Americas from the point of view of consumption,
which contains general observations on a subject of such outstanding
interest;
and
Bearing in mind that, as indicated in the document, it is
advisable to study the establishment of a means whereby it would be
possible to define on a continuing basis the existing state of
nutrition in the Continent,
RESOLVES:
1.
To take note of the report of the Director on the
problems of nutrition in the Americas from the point of view of
consumption
(Document
CE48/12).
2.
To recommend that the Director provide assistance to
national and international
studies as means of improving data on
food consumption in Latin America and of keeping data on the
existing state of nutrition in the Continent up to date.
3.
To recommend that Ministries of Health participate
actively in the planning and development of national nutrition
programs and that nutrition be effectively integrated into health
programs
in such
a way as to become
a basic
service
at the local
level.
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17.

Report on Buildings smdInstallati0ns for Headquarters

The

item was discussed at the seventh plenary session.

The

0EIIRMAN greeted Dr. Emory W. Morris, President of the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation, and Dr. Matthew R. Kinde, Director of the Division of
Medicine and Public Health of the Foundation, who were present at the
session.

He pointed out the Foundation's invaluable assistance in con-

nection with the construction of the new headquarters building of PAHO.
He added that Mr. James R. Wachob, of the United States of America
up to then, Chairman

and,

the Permanent Subcommittee on Buildings and Instal-

lations, was also present and that he would report on the activities
the Subcommittee.
Committee's

The Chairman expressed

the thanks of the Executive

to Mr. Wachob and to the other Subcommittee

Mrs. Lilian 0'Connell

de Alurralde,

of

of Argentina,

members,

and Mr. Olegario

Russi,

of Chile, for their excellent work in connection with the preliminary
stages of the construction

of the building.

Dr. PORTNER (Chief of Administration, PASB) presented Document CE48/7,
containing a progress report on the program for the construction
permanent headquarters

building

of PAHO and summarizing

of the

the developments

since the XVI Pan American Sanitary Conference in September

1962.

He was

pleased to report that the request made by the Director to the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation for an additional

financial

contribution

to meet the revised

cost estimates for the new building had been favorably received.
original loan of $3,750,000

made by the Kellogg Foundation,

The

and covered

in the Special Fund for Health Promotion, had been increased to a total

cw./is,

i
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loan of $5,000,000 to be used for the construction of the building.

He

was certain that all members of the Core,tree shared the Director's feeling
of gratitude for that f_rther indication of the _bundattcm's great
understanding and help in assisting the work of international public
health in the Americas, and particularly that of Dr. Emory W. Morris,
President of the Foundation.

Since September 1962, the architects had proceeded with the work
of preparing the final plans and specifications for the building.

Thm_

work was virtually completed and should be finished by 1 June 1963.

On

the basis of that target date, the time schedule called for the submission of
tender and the award of contracts
struction by 15 July.

by early July and the beginning of con-

It was estimated that the structural framework would be

completed by December 1963, the secretariat
full construction by March-April
the secretariat

building

1965.

building by February

1965, and

Efforts would be made to finish

first, for early occupancy_

Dr. Portner stated that, during the past month, the professional
services of H. A. Sloane Associates of New York City had been obtained for
the final review and analysis of construction
ficiency of available resources.

costs to determine

the suf-

It was intended to sell the PASB buildings

on New Hampshire Avenue and place the proceeds of the sale in the Building
Fund.

Working with the Subcommittee on Buildings and Installations, and

with advice of professional

real estate appraisers,

the property on sale next year.

it is expeoted

The property was in a choice area with

rising values, and it was expected the Bmreau would benefit
a result of those

favorable

to put

factors.

considerably

as

cE, o/'J.s,Rev..1
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In order

to proceed

with

necessary

preparations

for

the

sale,

the

Director, under District of Columbia regulations, must be specifically
authorized to enter into negotiations for the completion of the sale.

A

draft resolution, intended to meet thcse requirements of the District of
Columbia, was therefore being presented to the Ezecutive Committee for
consideration.

In closing, Dr. Portner expressed the BAreau's deep appreciation
to the members of the Permanent Subcommittee on Buildings and Installations
for all the assistance given in those arrangements, and
Chairman, Mr. James

especially to its

1t. Wachob, who would present the Subcommittee's repo-

The CHAIRMAN invited Mr. Wachob to present the report.

He said that

the Executive Committee and the Organization greatly regretted the fact
that Mr. Wachob, because of his transfer to another position, would no
longer be Chai_n

of the Permanent Subcommittee, on which he had served

so efficiently.

Mr. WACHOB (CT_airmancf the Permanent Subcommittee on BAildings
and Installations)
briefly
American
been
had

the

commented further on Document CE48/7, which outlined

progress made

by the Subcommittee

Sanitary Conference in

informed by the Director
granted

the

payment

costs for
of

The

the

XTI

Subcommittee

Pan
had

in October 1962 that the Kellogg Foundation

Organization's

to defray construction
arrangement for

Minneapolis.

since

request for an additional $1,250,000
the new

Headquarters building.

the loan would

original Kellogg Foundation loan of

be

$3,750,000

the

The

same as for the

viz., payment would
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,

reve_t back to investment

in health programs.

Though the Subcommittee

had recorded its appreciation for the Foundation's generosity, the
Executive Committee might wish to authorize

the Director

to inform the

Foundation of its own appreciation for the

generous total loan of

$5 million dollars, which had expedited the planning of the new building.

Referring to the disposal

of the Organization's

on New Hampshire Avenue, the site of the
said that the Subcommittee
recommendations

buildings

Headquarters,

Mr.

and land
Waohob

was studying the matter and would present its

to the next meeting of the Executive Committee.

meantime, he felt that it might be useful for the Executive
authorize the Director to enter into negotiations

In the

Committee to

for the sale of the

property, so that a sale might proceed without delay once the next Exeoutive
Committee meeting had agreed on an appropriate method

of

disposal.

In closing, Mr. Waohob said that the report was the last he would
present as Chairm,n of the Subcommittee, which office he had held for
two years.

The progress made had been due in large measure to the interest

and ability

shown by his colleagues, to whom he expressed

his appreciation.

He also thanked the members of the Executive Committee for their unfailing
support, which had made the Subcommittee's

task possible.

Dr. MORRIS (President, W.K. Kellogg Foundation) expressed his
thanks for the invitation to be present at the session.
the Chairman and the members of the Subco_mmittee on
Installations, as well as the Director of the

He congratulated

Buildings

and

Bureau and his staff, on the

c/ls.
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important progress made since the Conference in Minneapolis.

He stated

that he and the Foundation had been very pleased to have been able to
collaborate with the PAHO and the Governments in that endeavor, and he
hoped there would be other opportunities in the future to collaborate
in matters of mutual interest in the health field in the Americas.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the stage of execution was now being
reached.

That stage, perhaps the most difficult of all, would give a more

exact idea of the extent of the undertaking, and he felt certain that
they would once again be able to count on the collaboration of the Kellogg
Foundation, which had taken an interest in public health problems in Latin
America for so me=nyyears.
resolution authorizing

He stressed the need to adopt the propose_

the Director to enter into negotiations

sale of the Headquarters

Dr. QUIROS (Peru)

for the

buildings.

stated that the construction of the building

should be undertaken as quickly as possible and joined in

thanking the

Kellogg Foundation for it_ g_nerous assistance.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) concurred in the comments of the other
Committee 's members.

Finally,

the Executive

Committee approved

RESOLUTION XVI

The Executive

the following

CE48.R16

Committee,

Having considered the reports of the Permanent Subcommittee on
Buildings and lustallations and of the Director On the progress of
the building program;

CF_/18,
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Notir_

that

oor_truction

will

1 (Eng.)

soon commence; and

Noti_
the generous additional,_ant
of $1p250,OQO by the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation, which brought its total grant up to
$5,000,O00,
RESOLVES 8
1. To express its thanks to the W. K. Kellogg Foundation
for its continuing interest in and support of the program of
international health in the Americas.
2. To express its thanks for the work of the Permanent
Subcommittee on Buildings and Installations.
3. To approve the steps taken to date by the Director and
the Permanent Suboommittee with respect to the new Headquarters
building.
4. To transmit the reports of the Subcommittee and of the
Director to the XIV Meeting of the Directing Council.

Dr. QUIRO$ (Peru) referred to the first paragraph of the operative
part of the resolution just approved and said that he was gratified at the
manner in.which the Kellogg Foundation had been collaborating with the
countries of the Americas

through the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.

He added that on previous occasions he had mentioned the need for
the agencies giving bilateral aid to chminel their contributions through
multilateral agencies, such as the PASB, since that would result in a
better and more rational utilization of the resources.

The Committee then unanimously approved the following

CF/18.
RESOLUTION XVII
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RESOLUTIC_ AUTHORIZING SALE OF PROPER_Y KNOWN FOR I_ES
OF
ASSESSMENT AND TAXATION AS LOTS 800 AND 31 IN SQUARE 136 IN
THE CITY OF WASHINGTON,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, IMPROVED BY
PI_,I.SES_ 1501 ....AND !,515 _
HAMPSHIRE. AVEN_.., NORTHWEST

The Executive

Committee,

Whereas the Pan American Health Organization is acquiring
a new site for a permanent headquarters building in the District
of Columbia and will consequently have no further need for its
present headquarters site after such new site is available for
occupancy,
RESOLVES:
1.
That Dr. Abraham Horwitz, the Director of the Pan
Anerican Sanitary Bureau, or his successor, or successors, in
office, is hereby authorized to contract with any responsible
purchaser or purchasers for the sale of the present headquarters
site of the Pan American Health Organization, being the property
known for purpose of assessment and tamation as Lots BO0 and 31
in Square 13G in the City of Washington, District of Columbia,
improved by premises known as and numbered 1501 and 1515 New
Hampshire Avenue, Northwest, for the best possible price obtainable
on the open market.
2.
That the aforesaid contracts shall reserve the
right of possession to the seller until the Pan American Health
Organization shall have moved to its new Headquarters site.
3.
That Dr. Abraham Horwitz, the Director of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau, or his successor, or successors, in
office, is hereby authorized to execute the requisite deed, or
deeds, in the name of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and is
hereby appointed its true and lawful attorney in fact to
acknowledge and deliver the same as its act and deed, and
Dr. John C. Cutler, the Deputy Director of the Pan American
Sanitary Bmreau, or his successor, or successors, in office,
is hereby authorized to attest the same.
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Procedure
Dr.

on the

SUTTER (Assistant

item,

Resolution

for the Admision

recalled
IV,

membership

of

New Member s

Director,

that

the

recommended

that

draw up appropriate

of

procedures
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XVI Pan American
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Directing

governing
Health
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the

Sanitary
Council

admission

Document
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Conference,
should
of

in

study

States

and
to

Organization.

By the same Resolution the Conference delegated authority to the
Council to deal, during the intervals between the meetings of the
Conference, with all matters relating to the admission of States to
membership of the Organization in accordance with the procedures to
be adopted by the Council.

Dr. Sutter added that, with the aim of facilitating the work entrusted to the Council by the Conference, the Director requested the Legal
Office of the World Health Organization to prepare a draft procedure which
could be used as a basis for discussion in the Directing Council.

A report

on that draft proposal was being made to the Executive Committee in case
it wished to make any observations, pursuant to the advisory functions
granted it under Article 14.D of the Constitution of the Pan American
Health

Organization.

Provision was made in the draft proposal for requests for admission to be included in the agenda of the next Meeting of the Conference or
the Council, provided that the Director of the Pan American Sanitary
Bureau received them at ]east thirty days before the opening of the meeting.

,
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Admission would be granted on the basis of the affirmative vote of a
majority of the Government present and voting at the Conference or
Directing

Council.

The Committee unanimotmly

approved

the following

RESOLUTION XVIII

The Executive

CE48.R18.

Committee,

Having examined the draft procedure for the admission of
new members of the Pan American Health Organization, prepared in
accordance with Resolution IV of the XVI Pan American Sanitary
Conference,
RESOLVES:
To take note of this draft procedure and to request the
Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau to transmit it to
the Directing Council for its consideration.

cF8/ 8,
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Request of the Government
in PAHO

Dr. SUTTER (Assistant
referring

Of Trinidad

Director,

to the application

in the Pan American

on 21 December

1962 the Prime Minister

the Director
applied,

of the Pan American

on behalf

of his

and Toba_o 'for Membership

PASB) presented

of the Government

for membership

Health

country,

Document

of Trinidad

Organization.

of Trinidad

Sanitary

ev. i

l_O

and Tobago

He stated that

and Tobago

Bureau a letter

for membership

CE48/3

had sent

in which he

in the Pan American

Health Organization.

The Director
Secretary
General

General

of the

Dr. Sutter added
and Tobago

deposited

instrument

of acceptance

of the admission

of States

interval between

meetings

provisional

and the Director
he had received,

of the Directing

1963, the Government

General of the United

of Trinidad
Nations

of the World Health

the

Organization,

a full member of that Organization.

Resolution

IV of the XVI Pan American

on the Directing

to membership

Council

during

Consequently,

and Tobago had been included

agenda of the XIV Meeting

of the Directing

Sanitary

"to deal with questions

in the Organization

of the Conference...".

of Trinidad

the

action.

of the Constitution

it was incumbent

on the application

to the XIV Meeting

the Secretary

with

States,

of the application

that, on 3 January

of which it became

In accordance
Conference,

Organization

and appropriate

with

of the Organization,

of American

that it would be submitted

for consideration

as a result

the Governments

Organization

of the World Health

and stated
Council

informed

the

an item

in the

Council,

which

c 8/ls,
,

also included,

pursuant

an item dealing
membership

with the

concluded

submitted

any observations,
Article

"procedure

in the Pan American

Dr. Sutter
was being

to the above-mentioned

Health

his

pursuant

The Executive

Committee

by stating

of States

functions

then unanimously

that

to

the Document

in case it wished

of the Pan American

RESOLUTIONXIX

The Executive

the admission

Committee

to the advisory

14.D of the Constitution

of the Conference,

Organization."

presentation

to the Executive

resolution

governing

1
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attributed
Health

approved

the

to make
to it by

Organization.

following
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Committee,

Having considered
the application of the Government
of
Trinidad and Tobago for membership in the Pan American Health
Organization contained in the letter of the Prime Minister of
Trinidad and Tobago, sent on 21 December 1962 to the Director
of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau,
RESOLVES:
To take note of this request
of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau
Council for appropriate
action.

and to request the Director
to transmit it to the Directing

¢Et,8/18, Rev.
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Expressions of Appreciation

At the seventh plenary session, when all the items on the agenda
had been deal with,

the

its

National

thanks to

in providing

the

CHAIRMAN proposed

the Eall in

Wildlife

that the Ooaamittee express

Federation

which the meeting

had

for

been

i_s generosity
held.

The

Chairman concluded his remarks by saying that that gracious gesture
had been one more proof of the spirit of solidarity of the public and
private organizations

of the United States of America, a country

had always given a hospitable welcome to the participants

that

in the meetings

of the Pan American Health Organization.

Dr. QUIROS (Peru) supported the Chairman's expression of thanks
to the National Wildlife
Director, the technical

Federation.

He

then

congratulated the

staff, and the personnel of the Secretariat

of

the Pan American Sanitary Bureau for the diligent work accomplished with
outstanding

dedication,

courtesy,

and cordiality,both

during

the current

meeting and the Task Force on Health at the Ministerial Level that
preceded

it.

Dr. AVILES (Nicaragua) associated himself with the words of
appreciation to the National Wildlife Federation and also with the
congratulations offered by Dr. Quir6s to the staff of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau for

its contribution to the success of the meetings.

The Committee unanimously approved the above expressions of
appreciation.
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Development
on behalf
at the

closi_

Bank)

once

meeting

of the

main

financial

Mr. 0LIV_O

again

of the Bank,

He was taking
as the

session

for

thanked
its

Executive

the

the

kind

(Observer,

Inter-American

Pan American

invitation
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Health

to participate

Organization,
as observer

Committee.

opportunity

institution

for

to reiterate

the

interest

economic

and social

of the

development

Bank,
in

Latin America, in continuing and expanding its activities in the field of
health through its Social Progress Trust Fund and the increasing resources
it hoped to have available.

Operations in the past two years had included the granting of 30
loans amounting to 162 million dollars for projects whose total value in
the realm of sanitation amounted to over 300 million dollars.

In that

work the Bank had on all occasions enjoyed the valuable collaboration
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.
ration and coordination

of

It was to be hoped that this collabo-

would be intensified

in future programs, as would

be that with other national and international agencies engaged in health
activities for the greater

benefit of the countries of Latin America.

Mr. Olivero felt certain that in accordance with its Charter and
with the Social Progress Trust Fund Agreement, the Inter-American
Development Bank would be ready to collaborate in the most advisable
studies and solutions for attaining

the public health goals and specially

the sanitation goals set forth in the Charter of Punta del Este.
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In conclusion he said that he had been gratified to participate in
the meeting and once again thanked the Chairman, the members of the
Executive Committee, the observers, and the Director and staff of PASB and
WHO for the many attentions

he had received.

Dr. OLGUIN (Argentina) joined in the expressions of thanks to the
Director and staff of the Bureau, and to the National Wildlife Federation,
which had been made at the preceding session.

He remarked on the excellent

work of Dr. Bravo, the Chairman, who had so wisely directed the discussions.
He requested that his expression of appreciation

of Dr. Bravo be recorded

in the minutes.

Dr. WTLLIAMB (United States of America), Dr. QUIROS (Peru),
Dr. VIDOVICH (Uruguay), and Dr. ORLICH (Costa Rica), associated themselves
with the statement made by the Representative

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Representatives

of Argentina.

for their kind words and

stated that the success of the meeting was due to the fact that each of the
agenda items had been examined in detail with a constructive spirit, thanks
to the excellent cooperation of the Committee members who had fulfilled
their responsibility

with great technical ability and contributed

experience to the good operation of the Organization.

their

He said that at such

a meeting the Chair did nothing more than coordinate the opinions
by the members.

expressed

That he had attempted to do, in response to the confidence

placed in him, but he wished to say that it was the Representatives

to whom

in effect the success of the meeting was due, for they had contributed their
ideas and opinions to the Final Report that had been approved.

He wished to

c 8As,
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join in the expressions of appreciation addressed to the Director and
his staff.

The work of the Secretariat, as always at meetings of the

Pan American Sanitary Bureau, had been most efficient.

That was borne

out by the fact that the meeting had been able to approve a Final Report
that, except for three of four minor stylistic c_s,
the statements made.

exactly reflected

It was proof of the efficiency and speed with which

the Secretariat worked and the accuracy with which it presented the entire
documentation.

He was most gratified to have been the chairman of

a

meeting at which full background information was furnished, which did not
always happen.

He said he had many years of experience in

administrative

matters and in international meetings, and it was for that reason that he
wished to emphasize the fact that in teh Pan American Sanitary Bureau all
possible information was placed before the Governing Bodies so as
enable them to solve the problems before them.

to

The Director was therefore

to be congratulated on the spirit he had imparted to the Organization and
his staff, for that made it posible to work harmoniously on the solution
of the problems presented.

In conclusion

the CHAIRMAN thanked the interpreters,

the Public Information

the staff of

service and the drivers for their cooperation,

which had also contributed to the success of the meeting.

He announced

that he had sent a letter to the National Wildlife Federation,

transmit-

ting the vote of thanks the Committee had approved at the seventh plenary
session.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Chairman and the Director of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau, Secretary ex officio, sign the present Final
Report in the English and the Spanish la_s,

both texts being equal-

ly authentic.

DONE in Washington, D. C., United States of America, this twentyseventh day of April 1963.

The Secretary shall deposit the original

texts in the archives of the Pan American Sanitary Bateau and shall send
copies thereof to the 0overnments of the Organization.

...... _rn_m
6f't.he
48th Meeting of the
Executive Comm_tree
Representative of Chile

Director of the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau,
Secretary ex officio of the
Executive Committee

